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Recently a mode coupling theory for the dynamics of solutions and melts of entangled linear chain
polymers has been developed. We report the extension of this approach to macromolecular
architectures different from linear chains. Specifically, this work addresses recent experimental
findings on melts of ring shaped polymers, small spherical micro-networks, and linear chains in two
dimensions. The mechanical and dielectric response, diffusion, and molecular relaxation times of
macromolecules modeled by fractal mass distributions are studied. The distribution is chosen to be
Gaussian and then is uniquely determined from the experimentally measured scaling of
macromolecular size (Rg) with degree of polymerization (N), i.e.,Rg } Nn. The exponentn and the
spatial dimensiond determine the largeN scaling of the transport coefficients and the exponents
describing intermediate time anomalous diffusion. Within the theory, entanglement corrections to
the single polymer Rouse dynamics are effective forn,2/d only. There, we findD } N2dn25 for the
diffusion coefficient and that the ratioDtD /Rg

2 is almost constant, wheretD is the terminal
relaxation time. Using independent input from equilibrium liquid state theories, the magnitude and
scaling with macromolecular density and segment length of the dynamical properties is determined.
It is also found that macromolecular interpenetration requires progressively higher densities and
consequently entanglements become less effective with fractal dimension 1/n approaching the
spatial dimension. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!50901-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of dense polymer liquids has attracted
terest for a long time.1 Chain molecules consisting of man
repeat units, monomers, have been studied because of
technological importance and intrinsic interest. Systems
chain polymers with a large degree of polymerization exh
very slow dynamical processes connected to the so-ca
‘‘entanglements,’’ which are viewed as a consequence
chain connectivity and excluded volume intermolecular
teractions. Important progress has been achieved by a
egant phenomenological approach, the reptation or t
model, which is amply discussed in monographs.2,3 It cir-
cumvents the problem to define entanglements, or to s
how they arise within more microscopic descriptions,
postulating their effects as constraints for the motion o
single probe polymer. This leads to a rather concrete pic
of the long time anisotropic motion of a single chain polym
in a melt, it slides in a tube. The characteristic slow proc
of entangled polymers then is connected to the confor
tional relaxation triggered by the chain ends leaving
tube.2,3 Numerous phenomenological extensions of this
proach relax different aspects of the constraints in differ
ways, but still do not address the microscopic origin of e
tanglements or the fundamental validity of the tu
ansatz.4–6 Several alternative, non-reptation and/or non-tu
phenomenological theories have also recently b
proposed.7–9 The semi-empirical cooperative cluster theo
of Douglas and Hubbard7 is of particular interest to ou
present work since it also addresses the role of macro
lecular fractal and spatial dimensions on entanglement p
nomena.
J. Chem. Phys. 106 (1), 1 January 1997 0021-9606/97/106(1)/3
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Recent progress in the synthesis of non-linear archi
tures has raised the possibility of studying the effects of m
romolecular architecture on the entanglement problem. M
of cyclic polymers,10,11 star polymers,12,13 H-shaped
polymers,14 comb-like polymers,15 and of differently cross-
linked micro-networks or micro-gels16–18have been prepare
and studied for entanglement effects. In contrast to a na
interpretation of the reptation picture, it is found that mac
molecules irrespective of their molecular architecture sho
slow relaxation process above a certain crossover degre
polymerization. In several cases the observed phenome
ogy is remarkably similar to linear chain polymers. A num
ber of phenomenological models have been advanced to
plain some of these observations.19–23 They share with the
reptation model the aspect that the surrounding melt
viewed as imposing nearly static constraints, and that o
specific, architecture-dependent idealized modes of mo
are allowed for the probe. A number of experimental fin
ings can be rationalized with these approaches but the
nomenon that entanglement effects show rather common
tures for different macromolecular architectures appe
accidental. Let us mention one striking observation, nam
the plateau value in the shear modulus which is rather c
for polystyrene molecules of different topologies~including
spherical microgels!, whereas for linear polymers of differen
chemical units larger variations are observed.1,10–16 Of
course, one has to caution that the impression that a s
dynamical entanglement process is a common feature
strongly interacting macromolecules may be premature
experiments may often be in a broad crossover region, wh
34747/29/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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348 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
different transport processes compete and simplified theo
cal models do not yet apply. At present this question appe
to preclude the possibility of experimentally verifying th
original tube model for linear chains andN→`, although it
is well known that systematic deviations are observed.1–3,6

Also, it is clear that the study of dynamic processes in cyc
polymers does not necessarily address the question ‘‘do
ear chains reptate,’’6 and it should be mentioned that rece
microscopic theories have suggested approximations to
nect the tube model parameters to equilibrium properties
the polymer melt.24–26However, the wealth of experimenta
studies suggests a more universal underlying mechanism
entanglement formation and relaxation in macromolecu
liquids than implicitly assumed in most phenomenologi
models.16

Recently, one of us has put forward a new microsco
approach to the entanglement problem in melts,27–32 which
was extended to solutions,33,34 blends35,36 and copo-
lymers.37–39 It generalizes established techniques and
proximations from theories for the equilibrium structure a
dynamics of simple liquids, and addresses the question
the microscopic equations of motion containing the mole
lar potentials explicitly lead to entanglement effects.
unique feature of the theory is its suggestion of an unde
ing equilibrium structural origin of entanglement formatio
and slow relaxation in rough analogy with the phenomena
critical slowing down,40 anomalous diffusion in fracta
media,41 and caging in simple and colloidal fluids.42,43As the
theory uses noa priori assumptions about specific prob
motions or constraints imposed by the surrounding mel
naturally can be used to study various molecular archi
tures. The question whether the non-reptative, isotropic
namics adopted by the theory is literally true for all pol
meric architectures, especially linear chains, or is merely
adequate effective-medium-description remains unres
ed.32 The quantities which are input into the theory, in pri
ciple, can be measured and detailed questions about de
dences on polymer density and chemical parameters ma
addressed. The case of linear chain molecules has been
cussed using asymptotic results for large degrees
polymerization,27–31,33,34and numerical solutions to the fu
equations in experimentally relevant parameter ranges
cluding crossover effects.31,32

In this paper this microscopic approach is extended
fractal macromolecular architectures. The extension to n
linear polymers is clearly motivated by the experime
quoted above, and the observed common features of the
tanglement effects. Gaussian fractal macromolecules
considered because of the following reasons. First, the
propriate model of a single non-entangled fractal molec
has been studied by Cates and Muthukumar and serves
reference point.44,45 Second, linear polymers in melts an
dense solutions are commonly described as Gaussian ch
i.e., as ideal random walks, which corresponds to a~mass-!
fractal dimension ofdF52. Gaussian fractal models appe
the most simple variation to this known case, which is a
relevant to experimental systems. Cyclic polymers in me
have been suggested to have a fractal dimension,46–48
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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dF'2.2 to 5/2, and neutron scattering has demonstrated
some melts of the cross-linked micro-networks have a m
fractal dimension17,18 dF'3. Third, as previous and thi
work show, the entanglement effects in the polymer mo
coupling theory of Schweizer for chain molecules res
from fluctuating force time correlations over a broad range
wave vectors where both the intramolecular structure
intermolecular packing correlations are self-similar.30 The
generalization to other fractal dimensions therefore appe
naturally, and a few preliminary results have been publish
before largely without derivation.30

The dynamics of a single polymer with fractal dime
sion, dF , which determines its size,Rg;N1/dF, has been
studied for different interactions.44,45 As polymers often are
discussed in the context of critical phenomena2 we will use
this notation and define the size-mass scaling exponenn,
n51/dF . Cates and Muthukumar show that in the une
tangled Rouse model, where hydrodynamic interactions
neglected, dynamical scaling40 holds. The static scaling an
the exponentn is put into the fractal model by hand. Dy
namical scaling entails the existence of a single, characte
tic long time scale,tR, which scales like:tR(N) } Nzn. The
dynamical exponentz is determined by noting that the long
est relaxation time of the Rouse model corresponds to di
sion a distance of order the size of the macromolecu
1/tR(N);DR/Rg

2 and that the diffusion coefficient is ob
tained from adding upN independent monomer friction
forces,DR5kBT/z0N, wherez05z total/N is the ‘‘bare’’ lo-
cal friction constant. The relationz5211/n is found and
reported in terms of the spectral fractal dimension,44,45

ds52/zn. The static viscosity follows from a dumbbe
consideration,2 h; (1/N) z totalRg

2;N2n, and generalizes to
finite frequencies v by a simple scaling law,
h(v)5N2n f h(vtR). This underlying simplicity in the dy-
namics of the non-interacting fractal macromolecules is
other aspect motivating our study. It connects the entan
ment problem to a class of models where the standard s
and dynamic scaling results are well understood.

Deriving from first principles the dynamics of dense li
uids of strongly interacting macromolecules necessarily
quires approximations, some of which are not well control
in the present theory. In order to highlight the contents of
theory let us list the central assumptions.~i! The crossover to
entangled dynamics is described by the ‘‘renormaliz
Rouse’’ ~RR! theory which, for linear chains, is discussed
Refs. 27 and 33.~ii ! The slow dynamics of entangled poly
mers is described by the ‘‘polymer mode coupling’’~PMC!
theory which is discussed in Refs. 27, 28 and 32.~iii ! It is
argued that chain-end effects~or more generally static and
dynamic site inequivalency! and the exact treatment of th
low lying modes do not affect the presented results. We
gue that these simplifications are not important for archit
tures such as linear chains, rings, and~perhaps! spherical
microgels, systems for which our predictions seem to be
good accord with experiments. However, these simplifi
tions are not appropriate for other topologies such as st
some types of branched polymers, and rigid rods. For
ample, the nearly exponential dependence of star melt
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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349M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
cosity and diffusion constant on arm molecular weight p
dicted by phenomenological arm retraction ideas within
tube model,2,3,49 and found in many ~but not all!
experiments,16,50–52 is not predicted. A very large enhanc
ment of the rotational relaxation time and shear viscosity
isotropic rigid rod solutions53–55 is also not captured.~iv!
Only well-defined single molecule correlation functions a
calculated. Some experimental quantities are assumed t
dominated by the single molecule contribution, e.g.,
shear stress.~v! A special class of polymer topologies
studied. Only macromolecules whose intramolecular str
ture is experimentally found to be described or approxima
by a Gaussian fractal model are studied. Limitations of t
restriction are mentioned in point~iii ! above.~vi! The infor-
mation about the equilibrium liquid structure, which is r
quired as an input to the dynamical theory, is calcula
within an integral equation approach. In principle experim
or simulation could provide more accurate information
placing this calculation.~vii ! Polymeric solutions are treate
as effective, lower density one-component systems. Hyd
dynamic interactions, and corrections to the Gaussian
tramolecular structure~with the exception of a density
dependent effective statistical segment size!, are neglected
~viii ! Entanglement effects are turned off on length sca
smaller than the crossover length calculated within the
theory. A naive additive crossover description is used
finite molecular weights.

It is important to realize that although our theory has
above simplifications and limitations, it represents a no
attempt to develop a microscopic theory for the fluctuat
force time correlations and friction within a general fram
work which can simultaneously treat~some! different mac-
romolecular architectures. This feature is in strong cont
with phenomenological approaches such as the tube m
which are based on rather specific guesses for the domi
disentanglement stochastic trajectories which are modi
for different architectures. Moreover, a variety of experime
tally accessible quantities are predicted and allow cro
checks of the underlying physical picture and the theory.

Although, the full time dependence of the mean squa
displacements~center-of-mass and segmental!, shear stress
and dielectric relaxation, and single polymer density fluct
tions are predicted, the most easily tested predictions p
ably concern the transport coefficients for different frac
dimensions. We find that the entanglements in the the
arise from two-molecule binary monomeric contacts, wh
matter for geometric reasons forn,2/d only. Reservations
are required when applying this result to rigid rods whe
specific topological interactions exist. Based on our theory
equilibrium liquid structure, we find~in agreement with ex-
periments and simulations56,57! in two and three dimension
that for dense fractal objects, i.e., fordF→d, interpenetration
and consequently entanglement effects become unimpo
for realistic polymer densities. Even when strong entang
ment effects are operative, the theory predicts a competi
between two trends with increasing fractal dimension: T
enhanced exponent in theN-scaling of the number of two
macromolecule contacts~proportional toN22dn) which in-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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creases friction, versus a reduction of the local contact va
of the intermolecular site-site pair correlation functio
@gd5g(r5D)# which reduces friction. This aspect of th
theory leads to qualitative agreement with experimental
servations on entangled chain, ring, and micro
melts10,11,16,58,59which find that the magnitude of the she
viscosities are roughly macromolecular architecture indep
dent in an intermediate crossover molecular weight regio16

The theory predicts a similar behavior for self-diffusion co
stants. Experimental diffusion studies are roughly compat
with this prediction, although the former are still affected
the constraint release mechanism60 which we have ignored
for simplicity. In the pre-terminal, non-Markovian regime
our theory predicts power law frequency scaling of the d
entanglement process as reflected in several loss mo
~e.g., stress and dielectric!. An exponent of roughly 0.2 for
the shear stress loss modulus,G9(v);v20.2, is found for a
range of experimentally relevant fractal dimensions. This
ponent is in close agreement with chain experiments58,59and
is much smaller than the asymptotic reptation/tube predic
of 1/2.

The contents of this manuscript is organized as follow
Section II collects the starting generalized Langevin eq
tions of the theory. It is shown which experimentally me
surable correlation functions can be calculated in this
proach. Section III defines the fractal macromolecular mo
and obtains the equilibrium intramolecular informatio
which are needed for the dynamical theory. In Section IV
collective fluid structure is analyzed using an integral eq
tion approach. The input of the intra- and inter-molecu
equilibrium structure is used in Section V to work out th
dynamics of entangled fractal macromolecular fluids. Dep
dences of dynamical properties on time, frequency, fra
and spatial dimensionalities, degree of polymerization, po
mer density, solvent quality and some coarse-grained che
cal features are discussed. A comparison with the reptat
tube approach to fractal macromolecules is made. LargN
asymptotic results are obtained analytically and a simplifi
crossover model is studied to estimate finiteN effects in the
range of experimentally relevant degrees of polymerizati
Some connections to various experimental findings are
cussed. The Appendix treats the case of fractal, rod-like m
romolecules which are of intrinsic interest, and whose stu
sheds light on the neglect of chain end effects, low lyi
modes, and the origin of entanglement effects for the ot
fractal dimensions.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

A. Segment position correlators

Recently, Schweizer has derived a set of linear, n
Markovian generalized Langevin equations for a tagg
polymer chain molecule in a polymer solution or melt.27–34

We will only summarize the final set of equations. For ma
romolecules of non-linear architecture only slight adju
ments in the basic equations are necessary. The tagged
ecule ofN segments of statistical segment length,s, experi-
ences intra- and intermolecular forces. Following sta
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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350 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
dard practice, the intra-molecular forces are approximated
the bead-spring or Rouse model.3 New and non-trivial ex-
pressions have been suggested for the intermolecular fo
which the probe molecule feels when moving in a matrix
other polymers. Finally, equations of motion for the mat
of correlation functions^RW a(t)•RW b& are obtained, where
RW a(t) is the position vector of the segment or monomera of
the probe, 1<a<N. Using the following convention for the
Laplace transform:f (z)5 LT@ f (t)#(z)5 i*0

`dt eiztf (t), and
matrix notation,61 the system of equations are given by27

@z11@12 im~z!#21i Ḡ#^R~z!•RT&52^R•RT&, ~1a!

mab~ t !5
b

dz0
^FW a

Q~ t !•FW b~0!&. ~1b!

Here, the intermolecular forces,FW a
Q52(]/]RW a)

3 V($R%), depend on time via a projected dynamics partia
decoupled from the slow dynamics.z0 is the monomeric
friction coefficient andb51/kBT. Ḡab denotes the initial de-
cay rate associated with the bare, segmental scale dyna

Ḡ5^R•LRT&^R•RT&215dD0^R•R
T&21, ~1c!

where the second equality follows from the absence of
drodynamic interactions in the case of ad-dimensional melt.
The Rouse model of course only considersḠ and assumes a
vanishing memory function,mab(t)50. The monomeric dif-
fusion coefficientD05kBT/z0 sets the microscopic time
scalet0, t05(s2/dD0), and is assumed to be known fro
experiment. The intermolecular excluded volume for
FW a(t), exerted on the probe segmenta by all the other~ma-
trix! polymers in the system are approximated in two diff
ent models.

In the renormalized Rouse model~RR! a ~dynamical!
weak coupling factorization of the four-point correlatio
function, Eq.~1b!, results in27

L~z!5
1

N(
ab

N

mab
~RR!~z!

5c~sd12/t0!E
0

`

dkkd11vk

21

z1
iD 0k

2

vk

, ~2a!

where the memory function describes the isotropic drag
probe feels from the surrounding melt in a perturbative
short time fashion. The relaxation of the friction forces
governed by the diffusive dynamics of the probe, which
approximated to be the free, Rouse motion. As only the u
form contribution of the RR friction is required in the fo
lowing we will study the simplified RR model replacin
mab
(RR)(z) by dabL(z). This simplification does not affect th

present work. The full RR model is studied in Refs. 27 a
33. The coupling parameterc,

c5c0
~d!%mD

d~D/s!dgd
2S0 , ~2b!

with
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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~d!5S 2pd/2

G~d/2! D
3 1

d4~2p!d
,

is a measure of the direct pairwise interactions or collisio
the probe segments experience with the surrounding ma
monomers. The contact value,gd5g(D), of the intermolecu-
lar segment–segment pair correlation function,g(r ), at the
effective segment hard core diameterD enters, as does th
small wave vector value of the collective liquid structu
factor, S0, which is connected to the bulk compressibilit
S05%mkBTxT , at monomer density%m . The numerical
prefactors arise from angle integrals ind- dimensions;G
denotes the gamma function. Physically, the parameterc is
proportional to the mean square repulsive force on the s
mental scale exerted on the tagged polymer by its surrou
ings. The wave vector integral in Eq.~2a! can be interpreted
as a summation over the contributions to the fluctuating fo
correlations arising from dynamically correlated proces
on length scale 2p/k. The relevant spatial range of suc
melt-probe dynamic correlations in Eq.~2a! is specified by
the tagged molecule static structure factor,vk , which is de-
fined by the sum over all elements of the matrix of segme
segment equilibrium correlations,vab(q)5^eiq

W (RW a2RW b)&

vq5
1

N (
a,b51

N

vab~q!5
1

N (
a,b51

N

^eiq
W ~RW a2RW b!&. ~3!

Whereas the RR model is supposed to describe the o
of entanglements for small macromolecules, or entangled
namics of long chains at short times, for longer times, wh
strong slowing down occurs, the intermolecular forces
approximated differently. In the polymer mode couplin
model ~PMC! the fluctuating forces are projected onto t
N bilinear products of a probe segment and the collect
matrix density fields. The resulting memory function is e
pressed as27,28

mab
~PMC!~z!5c8~sd12/t0!E

0

`

dk kd11vk
2vab

21~k!

3
21

z1
iD 0k

2/vk

12 iL~z!

, ~4a!

whereL(z) is the frequency dependent friction function
the RR model. The presence of the inverse of the static
relation matrix,vab , accounts for the influence of macro
molecular connectivity on the fluctuating, time dependent
termolecular force correlations. The projected dynamics
the PMC friction forces is evaluated from the RR model. T
physical motivation for Eq. ~4! has been extensively
discussed.27,28,32An important feature of Eq.~4! is the spa-
tially non-homogeneous friction captured in the explicit d
pendence ofmab

(PMC)(t) on the monomer sites,a, b. Equally
important is the diffusion pole of the RR dynamics determ
ing the relaxation of the friction forces in Eq.~4a!. In the
coupling strength parameter,c8, of the PMC model

c85c80
~d!%mc0

2S0 /s
d, with c80

~d!5
2pd/2

G~d/2!~2p!dd2
,

~4b!
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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351M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
the direct hard sphere interaction captured ingd of Eq. ~2b!
is replaced by the effective repulsive pseudopotential
scribed by the direct correlation function at zero wa
vector,27 c0,0. It has been argued that the PMC-frictio
function, when its dynamics is evaluated using the R
model, describes the long time dynamics of entang
polymers.27,28,32 However, as has been discuss
elsewhere,31,32 the PMC model also affects the dynamics
very local length and time scales. This effect should be c
sidered unphysical. In order toquantitativelycompare to ex-
perimental studies the collective dynamical processes
scribed by the PMC friction should be absent at short tim
and/or distances,31,32 or only long enoughlength or time
scales should be considered. Our present approach is in
latter spirit which also has the advantage of allowing anal
cal analysis in the largeN limit. Interesting long time dy-
namics results from these models, Eqs.~2a! and ~4a!, as the
friction functions pick up molecular weight o
N-dependences due to the small wave vector structure in
integrands. Akin to the long time tails familiar from simp
liquids,62 anomalous diffusion arises in intermediate tim
windows. NewN-dependent time scales arise from the var
tion of the molecular structure,vk , on the size of the probe
molecule,Rg . This effect clearly bears similarity to dynam
cal critical phenomena, an aspect which also motivates
considerations of non-chain-like, fractal polymer archite
tures and general spatial dimensions.

Equations~1!–~4! determine the dynamics of the tagge
macromolecule from its equilibrium structure as expres
primarily in terms of the matrix of partial structure factor
vab(q). Non-universal collective equilibrium structure an
intermolecular packing only enters via the coupling para
etersc andc8. Implicit in this simplification is the assump
tion that on the length scales of interest the equilibriu
structure is homogeneous, e.g.,Sk'S0. Although valid as
N→`, significant finite size corrections can occur as d
cussed elsewhere.31,32A dynamically frozen matrix assump
tion has also been invoked corresponding to the phys
assumption that the relaxation of the entanglement frict
forces exerted on the probe is solely determined by
tagged particle dynamics via itscoherentdensity fluctua-
tions. We expect this simplification to be qualitatively re
able if the matrix is composed of polymers of degree
polymerization comparable to, or greater than, the probeN.
These equations have been rather successfully applie
chain polymers in melt, blend, and copolym
environments.31,32,35–39In this paper we want to study th
role of varying macromolecular architecture as captured
the static structure factorsvab(q).

B. Observables

In this section we will connect various measurable qu
tities with the tagged polymer dynamics as described in
previous section. From the matrix of segment position co
elators one can immediately obtain the probe averaged m
squared displacement,f(t), by taking the trace
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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N(
a51

N

^~RW a~ t !2RW a~0!!2&, ~5a!

f~z!52
2dD0

Nz
Tr$@Ḡ2 iz~12 im~z!!#21%. ~5b!

The center-of-mass motion,F(t), is obtained from
^R(t)•RT& by projecting onto the normalized
N-dimensional vector of uniform translation
VCM
T 5 (1/AN) (1,...,1)

F~ t !5^~RW CM~ t !2RW CM~0!!2&, where

RW CM5
1

N(
a51

N

RW a , ~6a!

F~z!52
2dD0

Nz
VCM
T @Ḡ2 iz~12 im~z!!#21VCM . ~6b!

Without additional assumptions, which will be discussed
the next section, Eq.~6b! cannot be simplified further, sinc
VCM will in general not be an eigenvector of the frictio
matrixmab .

We follow the standard assumption that the collect
shear stress is dominated by the single molecule contribu
arising solely from the elastic intra-molecular forces3,28

G~ t !5
%m

kBTN
(

a,b51

N

^Ra
x ~ t ! f a

intra,y~ t !Rb
x ~0! f b

intra,y~0!&. ~7a!

Then, because of the linear equations of motion, Eq.~1!, and
spatial isotropy, a Rouse-like formula for the shear modu
G(t), is obtained28

G~ t !5
%mkBT

N
Tr$G^R~ t !•RT&G^R~ t !•RT&%/~dD0!

2. ~7b!

Here, G5QCMḠQCM is obtained from the inverse of th
static correlations, Eq.~1b!, by projecting perpendicular to
the center-of-mass dynamics,QCM512PCM512VCMVCM

T ,
thereby demonstrating that the intra-molecular stress is u
fected by the center-of-mass motion.

Closely related to the modulus is the segment ela
force correlation function which for chain molecules equ
the bond vector autocorrelation functio
(1/N)(a^bW a(t)•bW a&, where3 bW a5RW a112RW a

B~ t !5
1

dkBT

1

N(
a51

N

^RW a~ t !• fWa
intra~0!&

5
1

N
Tr$G^R~ t !•RT&%/~dD0!. ~8!

Another quantity of interest is the radius of gyration fluctu
tion function,P(t), which we will consider as a molecular

architecture independent analog of the linear chain end
end vector correlation function

P~ t !5
1

N(
a51

N

^~RW a~ t !2RW CM~ t !!•~RW a~0!2RW CM~0!!&

5
1

N
Tr$QCM^R~ t !•RT~0!&QCM%. ~9!
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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352 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
We follow the general assumption that the end-to-end ve
fluctuations of certain linear chain polymers made up of
polar monomers can be measured by dielec
spectroscopy,63 and for general architectures discuss the
namical radius of gyration correlation function,P(t), with
respect to dielectric measurements.

Whereas the linear equations of motion, Eq.~1!, without
further assumption lead to the Eqs.~5!–~9! for the mean
squared displacements, the~single molecule! shear modulus,
and the radius of gyration fluctuations, we tentatively a
calculate correlation functions which are non-linear in t
monomer positions. Using the Gaussian approximation
neglecting boundary effects the incoherent dynamic struc
factor is connected to the averaged mean square disp
ment, Eq.~5! as

v inc~ t,q!5
1

N(
a51

N

^eiq
W ~RW a~ t !2RW a~0!!&'e2 ~q2/2d! f~ t !. ~10!

It can be measured by pulsed field gradient NMR.64 The
same Gaussian approximation also simplifies the single m
ecule coherent dynamic structure factor to

vcoh~ t,q!5
1

N (
a,b51

N

^eiq
W ~RW a~ t !2RW b~0!!&

'
1

N (
a,b51

N

e2
q2

2d ^~RW a~ t !2RW b~0!!2&. ~11!

It can be argued that the Gaussian approximation hold
very short times and in the long time, Markovian limit of E
~1!. For intermediate times, however, its validity
doubtful.27,32

III. GAUSSIAN FRACTAL MODELS

A. Structure

Equations~1!–~4! directly relate the probe polymer dy
namics and macromolecular and liquid equilibrium structu
The latter only enters via the system-specific parameterc
andc8 characterizing the strength of the fluctuating forc
The long range intra-molecular correlations, however, aff
the dynamics differently on different length scales and le
to a sensitive dependence of the motion on polymer archi
ture. Although the linear, ideal chain molecule is the m
experimentally relevant case other polymer architectures
invite study for several reasons. First, advances in chem
synthesis have introduced new non-linear macromolec
such as rings, stars, micro-networks or micro-gels.10–18Sec-
ond, comparing the results for other architectures with
chain case may shed light on the transport mechanisms
tured in the RR and PMC models. Third, due to the conn
tions of our approach to the description of long time tails a
critical slowing down, a study of models where the mo
universal large length scale properties are varied seems
pecially fruitful.30 Therefore, we will focus on macromol
ecules where the radius of gyration,Rg , depends on mass
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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M , or monomer number,N, in a fractal way. A fractal~mass!
dimensiondF , or its inverse, the exponentn, n51/dF , is
globally defined as

Rg}N
n, where n51/dF . ~12a!

Besides the case of random walk linear chains, wh
n51/2, the following fractal objects are of experimental i
terest: Rod-like molecules,3 where n51, fractal micro-
networks~or micro-gels!,17,18 and models for partially col-
lapsed ring molecules in the melt, for which the dimensi
dF'5/2 has been suggested theoretically46 and values rang-
ing from dF'2.22 to dF'2.56 have been found in lattic
simulations.47,48 There are also melts composed of mac
molecules with fractal dimension equal to the spatial dim
sion, as, for example, ideal random walk chains56,57in spatial
dimension d52, or fractal micro-networks ind53
dimensions.18 These structures differ from dense solid o
jects, which do not show fractal but Porod like scatterin
vq;q2(11d), because they contain pores on all length sca
and in principle allow interpenetration.

Real macromolecules clearly possess fractal struc
only on length scales large compared to chemical or mic
scopic structural features. However, the detailed study
chain polymers1–6,32 has shown that the description of th
entanglement problem in Eqs.~1!–~4! is qualitatively insen-
sitive to microscopic details on the 5-10 Angstrom sca
Assuming that this holds for different fractal objects as we
the simplest approach to extend the fractal mass-size sca
of Eq. ~12a! to describe the structure of the macromolecu
on all length scales is to postulate that the spatial distanc
two monomersa, b is connected to their chemical distanc
by the same exponentn

^~RW a2RW b!2&5s2ua2bu2n for 1<a,b<N. ~12b!

Some unspecified labeling scheme is assumed to deter
the chemical distances; it will of course depend on molecu
architecture, e.g., connectivity. In the present form of t
PMC approach, however, the results are determined by
mass structure only, independent of the underlying conn
tivities which are the origin of a particular mass distributio
Assumption Eq.~12b! therefore is the simplest extension
the global scaling law, Eq.~12a!, introducing no new physi-
cal effects down to the monomeric size,s. Let us emphasize
that Eq.~12b! excludes the study of some interesting po
meric architectures. Semi-flexible chains are characteri
by a further length scale, the persistence length, which ca
large compared to monomeric sizes. In the present treatm
semi-flexible chains are contained only if all dynamical e
tanglement effects arise at distances large compared to
persistence length, which then can be viewed as the siz
an effective segment. Also star polymers can be descri
with Eq. ~12b! in frequency windows only where the dy
namical effects arise from the Gaussian-chain-like arms
the star. The segments of a star are not all equivalent.
global topological difference of a star and a chain polym
clearly cannot be captured by a fractal polymer model. Ho
ever, it must be pointed out that dielectric,51 viscoelastic16

and diffusion52 measurements all have shown that there is
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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353M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
intermediate region of dynamical behavior~roughly
Ne,N,426Ne) where stars show entanglement featu
very similar to linear chains, e.g., power law growth wi
N of relaxation times as opposed to exponential growth.
this intermediate regime we expect our theoretical appro
is useful.

An expression for the matrix of intramolecular structu
factors,vab(q), is needed. A Gaussian model is consist
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with the assumption of elastic intramolecular forces in E
~1!, fWa

intra} (bGabRW b , and leads to

vab~q!5e2
q2

2d ^~RW a2RW b!2&. ~12c!

From Eqs.~3!, ~12b!, and~12c! the intramolecular structure
factorvq and its asymptotic expressions can be found
vq→5
N~12q2Rg

2/d! qRg!1, whereRg
25

N2ns2

~2n11!~2n12!

~qsAc1!21/n 1/Rg!q!1/s, where c15
1

2d~2G~111/2n!!2n

. ~12d!
of
rm

ve
ns
di-

re
the

ss-
nal-
y
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es,
.
es,
he

a-
s

the

e

Neutron scattering experiments, in principle, can study
intramolecular structure factor,vq , determining the power
law wave vector dependence in Eq.~12d! or the scaling of
the radius of gyration, Eq.~12a!. Therefore, the underlying
fractal geometry can be revealed experimentally from m
suring the scalar mass distribution. Our more detailed
sumptions~12b! and ~12c! can be viewed as a minimalisti
model determining the necessary static input solely from
exponentn measured in such a scattering experiment.

Even without a Gaussian assumption, the matrix of
mean squared displacements is simply connected to the s
q limit of the matrix of intramolecular structure factors

^~RW a2RW b!2&52 lim
q→0

~2d/q2!(
g,d

Qag
CMvgd~q!Qdb

CM .

~13a!

Therefore, specifyingvab(q) fully determines the dynami
cal Eqs.~1!–~4!. A slight technical adjustment is necessa
because the equilibrium center-of-mass fluctuations can
be specified. The matrix̂RW a•RW b& is not well defined since
its inverse,Ḡ, has a single eigenvalue of zero. This arises
the sum of all intramolecular forces on one molecule v
ishes,(a fW

intra50. If the molecule is placed in an extern
potential of order«, then the initial decay rate and its invers
are well defined65

Ḡ5dD0@~s2/«!PCM1 lim
q→0

~d/q2!QCMv~q!QCM#21,

~13b!

and physical observables are calculated by taking«→0 at
the end. As the formalism detailed in the next section exp
itly splits off the center-of-mass mode, taking the lim
«→0 is straightforward and will not be mentioned explicitl

Of main interest are the effects of the long range frac
geometry. Only small quantitative errors will be introduc
by using instead of the exactvq the standard interpolation3

between the asymptotic limits
e

-
s-

e

e
all

ot

s
-

-

l

vq5
N

~11c1q
2s2N2n!1/2n

. ~14!

This expression allows analytic evaluation of a number
integrals appearing in the theory. A normalized scaling fo
v̂(x) will be used repeatedly, where v̂(x)
5 v(x 5 qsNn)/N will be approximated from Eq.~14!; of
course, the correctv̂ from Eqs.~10! and~12c! could enter in
numerical evaluations.

B. Spectral densities

The equations of motion are determined from the abo
equilibrium considerations. In principle numerical solutio
of the N coupled equations would require simultaneous
agonalization. Whereas in the Rouse and the simplified27,33

RR models which assume uniform friction this procedu
can be achieved by one orthogonal transformation, in
PMC problem simultaneous diagonalization ofḠab and
vab(q) is not rigorously possible. Even in the case of Gau
ian chains the well known Rouse eigenmodes only diago
ize Ḡab but notvab(q). The complications, however, onl
arise because of the finite size of the molecule. If perio
boundary conditions could be assumed, plane wav
} exp@2pip/N#, would trivially diagonalize the problem
Such results hold in the general case of Toeplitz matric
mab , i.e., matrices which depend on the difference of t
indices only,mab5m(g) , whereg5a2b. Although little is
known about the exact eigenvalues of general Toeplitz m
trices, it is well known that the distribution of eigenvalue
can easily be found by Fourier transformation66 in the limit
of largeN.

Let us recall the pertinent results and apply them to
N-dimensional Toeplitz matrixvab(q)5v (g)

(N)(q) from Eq.
~12c!. For finite wave vectors it is possible to define th
density of eigenstatesvq

l via:

vq
l5 (

g52`

`

eilgv~g!
~`!~q!5 (

g52`

`

eilge2 S q2s2

2d ugu2nD. ~15a!
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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354 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
For any smooth functiong of the N exact eigenvalues
vp
(N)(q), where the label p runs between p5(2N

11)/2,...,(N21)/2 for oddN, we can use a theorem b
Szego¨. It states that for largeN a sum over all eigenvalue
may be replaced by an integral using the density of state66

lim
N→`

1

N (
p52~N21!/2

~N21!/2

g~vp
~N!~q!!5E

2p

p dl

2p
g~vq

l!.

~15b!

Of course,vl is just a one-dimensional density of states w
known from solid state theories. For largeN each element of
the matrixvab converges to a limit as if periodic bounda
conditions applied66

vab
~N!~q!→

1

N (
p52~N21!/2

~N21!/2

e2 i
2pp
N ~a2b!vq

2pp/N

for N→`. ~15c!

This result can be interpreted as if the eigenvalues conve

to the valuesv
q

lp
(N)

where the Fourier variablel is equally
spaced at lp

(N)5 (2pp)/(N) and p5(2N11)/2,...,
(N21)/2. However, it must be stressed66 that Eq.~15c! only
holds in the sense that thedistributionsof the exact eigen-
values and thelp

(N) agree for largeN.
From Eq.~13b! it can be seen that the eigenvalues of t

initial decay, or Rouse rate, can be obtained from the ex
eigenvaluesvab

(N)(q) of the matrixvab . Ḡ has a unique low-
est eigenvalue, the center-of-mass eigenvalueḠ05« ~in the
external potential! with eigenvectorVCM , and the (N21)
further eigenvalues labeled byp

Glp
~N!

5dD0 /S limq→0

d

q2
v
q

lp
~N!D , ~15d!

where

2p<lp
~N!<p,lp

~N!Þ0 .

In the case of random walk ideal chains,n51/2, the
corresponding formulae are known; the density of states
the intramolecular structure factors is66

vq
l5

12 f 2

11 f 222 f cos~l!
for n51/2,

where

f5e2(qs)2/2d.

The well known Rouse spectrum also follows because of
~15d!:

Gp54~dD0 /s
2!sin2~ 1

2 lp
~N!! for n51/2.

Note, however, that the exact eigenvalues ofG depend on the
boundary considerations. For linear chains,lp

(N)5(pp/N)
for 0<p<N21 follows from the exact eigenvalue cond
tions. For ideal Gaussian rings with periodic boundary c
ditions, lp

(N)5(2pp/N), for (2N11)/2<p<(N21)/2, is
obtained leading to doubly degenerate eigenvalues. The
est finite eigenvalue differs by a factor of 4 for the tw
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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boundary conditions. Moreover, the appropriate eigenvec
differ, as they will do in general, so that physical questio
such as the translational-rotational coupling, which will en
Eq. ~1! because of the memory functions, require additio
considerations.

The approach put forward by one of us27,28 when con-
sidering the entanglement problem of chain polymers
cuses on the slowing down of internal modes neglect
chain end effects. In this paper we will extend this approa
to macromolecules with fractal distributions of intern
modes and neglect the question of the exact position of
lowest lying modes and the appropriate boundary conditio
Justifying this approach, the entanglement effects in E
~1!–~4! will mostly result from considerations where th
spectrum of internal modes dominate. They will be affec
very little by an arbitrary cut-off factorlc5(xp/N) which
we introduce into the spectrum to keep track of the effects
this approximation. This approximation of course was a
implicit in the studies of the Rouse problem for fract
polymers.44,45 It may be called one of the defining physic
assumptions which allows one to extend the approach
forward in Refs. 27 and 28 to different architectures witho
specifying the detailed real space transport mechanism a
necessary in reptation-tube based approaches.

The diagonalization of the Rouse and the simplified R
model, where only the matrix structure of the initial ra
enters, is straightforward and results in the renormaliz
Rouse propagator,Cl

(RR)(t), normalized to unity att50

Cl
~RR!~z!5

21

z1
iGl

12 iL~z!

. ~16!

As a first simplification in the PMC calculation it will be
assumed that the center-of-mass motion decouples from
internal modes and Eq.~6b! becomes

F~z!5
2i

N~2 iz!2
1

12 iS~z!
, ~17a!

where the center-of-mass friction function is obtained fro
the uniform part of the PMC memory function and the lar
N approximation from Eq.~15c!

S~z!5VCM
T m~z!VCM5c8E

0

`

dkkd11vk

21

z1
i ~k2/dvk!

12 iL~z!

.

~17b!

In Eq. ~17!, and in the remainder of the paper, dimensionle
units are used by rescalingt→t/t0, q→qs andR→R/s.
This expression forS(z) can more directly be obtained from
a mode coupling approximation by projecting the fluctuati
forces onto the product of the matrix collective density a
the coherent intramolecular density fluctuations,v(q,t), see
Refs. 27 and 36.

The internal modes are connected to the density of st
of the intramolecular structure,vq

l , which will be evaluated
in the continuum description familiar from most polym
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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355M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
theories,3 i.e., the limitN→` andqs→0 with qRg5 fixed
will be taken. The Fourier series results in Eqs.~15! then turn
into the ones for Fourier transformations.

The averaged mean squared displacement of Eq.~5! then
can be calculated in the PMC-model from

f~z!5F~z!2~2/z!E
lc

`dl

p

1

Gl2 iz~12 iml~z!!
, ~18!

where the Fourier transformed friction function follows fro
Eq. ~4a!

ml~z!5c8E
0

`

dkkd11~vk
2/vk

l!
21

z1
i ~k2/dvk!

12 iL~z!

. ~19!

It also determines the generalized, normalized Rouse pr
gator

Cl
~PMC!~z!5

21

z1
iGl

12 iml~z!

, ~20!

which enters into the stress modulus, Eq.~7!,

G~ t !5%mkBTE
lc

~p/Ne!dl

p
~Cl

~PMC!~ t !!2. ~21!

The radius of gyration correlation function,P(t) from Eq.
~9!, follows from the unnormalized generalized Rouse co
elators

P~ t !5E
lc

`dl

p
Cl

~PMC!~ t !/Gl. ~22!

An upper mode cut-off has been introduced in Eq.~21!. As is
known from the work on the ideal random walk chain, t
RR and PMC descriptions break down at short length
time scales where any theory should recover the bare R
dynamics. The correct crossover from unentangled loca
th
th

te

th
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the long time and large distance dynamics of Eqs.~1!–~4!
has to be enforced by hand.31,32The cutoff atp/Ne enforces
the physically sensible constraint that motions on theANe

and smaller scales remain Rouse-like and unaffected by
mode-coupling effects. In Section V D we will discuss th
consequences of the higher modes,l.(p/Ne).

Whereas the incoherent, single monomer dynamic str
ture factor in the Gaussian approximation, Eq.~10!, trivially
follows from Eq. ~18!, the use of the spectrumvq

l and the
decoupling of the center-of-mass does not yet reduce
coherent, single molecule dynamic structure fact
vcoh(q,t), to a form which can be analyzed easily

vcoh~q,t !52E
0

N/2

dg expH 2
q2

2d Fg2n1F~ t !

12E
lc

`dl

p

cos~lg!

Gl ~12Cl~ t !!G J . ~23!

Here, the upper limit,N/2, in the integration was introduce
by hand in order to correctly obtain the trivial sum ru
vcoh(0,0)5N.

Equations~16!–~23! are the dynamical equations whic
will be analyzed in the remainder of this paper. The stru
tural informationvl needs to be calculated from the fract
model, Eq.~12!. Only in the ideal coil case ofn51/2 and the
rod-like case ofn51 canvq

l be expressed by simple formu
lae

vq
l5

q2/d

~q2/2d!21l2 for n51/2, ~24a!

vq
l5

A2pd

q
e2~l2d!/~2q2! for n51 , ~24b!

In the general case,n,1, n Þ 1/2,vq
l has a simple scaling

form vq
l5q21/n f n(l/q1/n) and exhibits the following

asymptotes:67
vq
l→H ~qAc1!21/n for l!q1/n,

~q2/l112n!~c2 /d! for l@q1/n, c25G~112n!sin~pn!, ~24c!
d
ule.
ing
rm

he
ry
rs

y

wherec1 is defined in Eq.~12d!. In the first limit, the spatial
resolution 1/q is within the cluster of 1/ln monomers and
sees the fractal mass distribution. In the second limit,
factorq2 indicates the negative scattering interference for
non-homogeneous model. In the following, the inverse of
vq

l is also needed. Instead of using the full form, we will~as
in the case of the macromolecular structure factorvq) re-
place it with the Pade-interpolation between the asympto

vq
l'

q2c2

c2q
2~qAc1!1/n1dl112n

. ~24d!

This approximation is of similar quantitative accuracy as
e
e

s

e

approximation Eq.~14!. It is consistent with the assume
statistical equivalence of all segments of the macromolec
Topological corrections such as the cyclic nature of a r
polymer can be included but are ignored in the simple fo
above. Combining Eqs.~24d! and ~19! leads to the possibil-
ity of separating the mode-dependent friction function in t
PMC-model into two mode-index-independent memo
functionsS8(z) andM (z). The second one of these ente
with a mode-dependent prefactorl112n. With the approxi-
mation Eq. ~24d! we recover this result as first found b
Schweizer in the study of Gaussian chain molecules,28 where
it is exact. From the second limit in Eqs.~24c! and~15d!, the
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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356 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
initial decay, or Rouse rate, immediately follows for the fra
tal models forn,1

Gl5l112n/c2 . ~25!

This spectrum of the elastic intra-molecular restoring for
is the one used by Cates and Muthukumar in their fra
Rouse models.44,45 Let us recall the general result66 that the
exact eigenvaluesGp

(N) generically depend quadratically o
p for small p, p!N, for any fractal dimension,n,1. Only
results which are determined by the broad range of inter
diate modes can reliably be obtained from the fractal sp
trum, Eq.~25!, by settingl5 (2pp)/(N).

In this section a series of well defined steps has led to
appearance of fractal dependences on wave vectorq and
Fourier variablel. Ill-controlled technical approximation
when simplifying Eqs.~1!–~4! were necessary both for th
lowest lying eigenmodes as well as for the most microsco
ones. These approximations, however, are consistent
the approach leading to the starting Eqs.~1!–~4! as they de-
scribe a mechanism where the internal modes in an inter
diate range dramatically slow down for largeN. The em-
ployed fractal model architectures, including the ide
random walk, presuppose the relative unimportance of
croscopic length scales. Experimentally this is supported
the finding that the dynamical length scale characterizing
entanglements is of intermediate size, typicallyANes
'30-80 Å in the melt.6 The neglect of rotational-
translational coupling and the low-lying modes preve
studies of ‘‘chain-end’’ effects. However, the Append
studies the case of Gaussian rod-like molecules wh
dF5n51. For thisn the approach seems to fail most spe
tacularly as the Rouse spectral densityGl vanishes identi-
cally; see Eqs.~15d! and~24b!. The formalism of this section
correctly captures that for these Gaussian rod molecules
fined byvab(q)5 f (a2b)2, where f5exp(2(qs)2/2d), the
Rouse spectrum consists of two modes only: rigid rotat
and center-of-mass translation.65 In this case rotational-
translational coupling can be studied explicitly and one fin
that its effect on the RR and PMC approach is negligib
The present approach differs from reptation/tube based m
els in that it attributes no special role to the end segments
rather focuses on the slowing down of a growing number
self-similar internal modes.3,28

IV. LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM STRUCTURE

The equilibrium structure of the polymer liquid th
probe is immersed in enters only via four parameters: mo
mer density %m , isothermal compressibilityxT5S0 /
(%mkBT), contact value of the intermolecular segme
segment pair correlation functiongd , and the zero wave vec
tor direct correlation function,c0, which can be viewed as a
effective repulsive pseudopotential. As collective struct
functions of dense liquids and~simple! polymer melts are
dominated by the excluded volume interaction, it is well ju
tified to neglect wave vector dependences in the struc
factor,Sq , or in cq on the length scalesqs!1 of interest in
this work.68 Clearly, the magnitude of the friction forces a
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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described by the coupling parametersc, Eq. ~2b!, or c8, Eq.
~4b!, will affect the relevance of entanglements for differe
architectures. Although within the framework of a coars
grained Gaussian model one cannot hope to calculatec and
c8 quantitatively correctly, we do want to study their relativ
dependences on fluid density and the fractal dimension
our model systems, Eq.~12!. In this section we will use the
polymer reference interaction site model~PRISM! of Curro
and Schweizer68,69 in order to estimate the trends in the
parameters. Like the probe macromolecule the~identical!
matrix polymers will be considered to have an internal str
ture described byvq of Eqs.~12! or ~13!. As the PMC or RR
equations are determined by the relatively long wavelen
aspects of the equilibrium structures, the most coarse-gra
PRISM description, the analytic thread limit,70 will be used.
The precise values ofc andc8 will differ from results of
more chemically realistic numerical PRISM calculations70

In the case of ideal Gaussian chain melts, previous studi33

allow us to determine the ratio (A) of the c parameters
evaluated within the thread and numerical calculations, si
larly the ratioB for the c8 parameter. The ratiosA andB
will be assumed to be independent of molecular architec
and polymer density. Therefore, the trend with fractal dime
sion and density can be obtained from the appealingly sim
thread considerations.

PRISM theory is an extension of the RISM integr
equation approach of Chandler and Andersen62,71 for small
molecule fluids to polymeric systems.68,69 It determines the
collective density structure factor,Sq , and the macromol-
ecule averaged direct and indirect intermolecular site-
pair correlation functions,cq and hq , from the monomer
density,%m , and from the intra-molecular structure as spe
fied byvq . The defining equation for a one-component flu
composed of macromolecules with equivalent sites is

Sq5vq1%mhq5vq /~12%mcqvq!. ~26!

As in the PMC or RR dynamical equations, chain end effe
are not considered explicitly in Eq.~26!. The excluded vol-
ume interaction is taken into account by requiring the s
site pair correlation function,g(r )511h(r ), to vanish in-
side an~effective! hard sphere diameter,D, characterizing
the size of the basic chemical units or interaction sites of
polymer. The equations are closed by formulating appro
mate conditions on the direct correlation function,c(r ). For
an extensive discussion of PRISM studies for different s
tems and varying microscopic details see Refs. 68 and 7

In the thread limit70 the effective hard sphere diamet
D is shrunk to zero and the excluded volume constrain
enforced at the origin,h(r50)521. Non-trivial solutions
to Eq. ~26! are assured by simultaneously taking the limit
an short range, infinite effective potential,c(r )→c0d(r ) in
the spirit of the Percus-Yevick closure. A non-linear equ
tion for the effective potential parameterc0 follows

70 from
the excluded volume condition and Eq.~26!. For the fractal
models specified byvq from Eq. ~12! it connects the repul-
sive pseudopotential parameter,c0, to the packing fraction,
f5%ms3(2pd/2/d2dG(d/2)) ~often denoted byh else-
where!, and degree of polymerization,N
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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357M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
f5~2%mc0!
~dn21!I n~2N%mc0!, ~27a!

follows from Eq.~26!, where

I n~y!5aE
0

`

dx
xd21

~y22n1x2!1/2n~11x1/n!
. ~27b!

The physically relevant limitu%mc0Nu@1 is considered in
Eq. ~27! and the numerical constan
a5412d/(dG2(d/2)c1

d/2). Equation~27! is limited to fractal
dimensionsdF51/n.d/2 since the presumed independen
of the thread direct correlation function,cq , onq misses the
high wave vector cut off provided by the actualcq from Eq.
~26!, where cq→0 for q→`. Consistent with the coars
graining of the thread calculation, only the largeN limit of
the results will be of interest as microscopic length sca
except for the Kuhn segment sizes have dropped out of the
description. Equation~27! captures the long wavelength a
pects of the competition of local packing and macromole
lar connectivity.70 A polymer melt or dense solution is cha
acterized by a finite, of order unity, value of the~normalized
compressibility! S0 in the limit of largeN, where from Eq.
~26! S05N/(12N%mc0)'21/%mc0. From Eq.~26! it im-
mediately follows that the pair correlation functio
g(r )511h(r ), has to exhibit a long range~orderRg) cor-
relation hole2,68,69on intermediate length scales,s!r!Rg ,
of the form2h(r ) } (s/r )d21/n.

As onlyS0, c0 andgd are required for the present stud
of the entanglement problem, the full liquid structure d
scribed by the thread model, Eqs.~26! and ~27!, will not be
specified. In the case of one-component chain solutions
melts, copolymer melts, and binary blends, prior PRIS
studies have shown that the thread model description re
duces qualitatively well most of the equilibrium behavi
obtained using more chemically realistic models.68,72 How-
ever, the contact valuegd cannot be found from the threa
model as the diameter of closest contact has been shrun
zero for analytic convenience. Nevertheless, a qualitativ
reliable33 estimate can be obtained from the thread pair c
relation function evaluated at the Kuhn segment lengths,
i.e., gd'g(s). Again in the limit of largeN this leads to:

gd5
~2%mc0!

f
Jn~2%mc0!, where ~27c!

Jn~y!5āE
0

`

dxS 12
sin~x!

x D xd21/n21

~y/c1
1/2n1x1/n!

, ~27d!

and ā5ac1
d/221/n . The contact value, which is a measure

intermolecular collisions, saturates at aN independent value
for polymer fluids well above the semidilute crossover co
centration. Significantly smaller melt values~typically gd
'0.2-0.7! compared to dense simple liquids~typically
gd'2-5! are obtained as monomers from different molecu
are partially screened by the monomers of the probe poly
due to both the macromolecular connectivity and therm
conformational disorder.68,69
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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Microscopic PRISM calculations for chemically realist
cally modeled chain polymers have shown that the equi
rium structure of polymeric liquids exhibits a number of su
prisingly general features.2,3,68,72 Just these more universa
features of the liquid structure are captured in the thre
model. Whereas the universal aspect of the correlation h
effect is expected the applicability of the thread model
more local length scales and the observation of rather de
insensitive mesoscopic correlations are not yet fully und
stood. However, this success of the thread model for lin
chains, and its analytic simplicity, motivate our generaliz
tion to different, fractal macromolecular architectures.

Due to the coarse grained nature of the thread mode
a priori identification of the packing fractions,f, or S0 with
the actual values of real experimental systems is imposs
As the segment excluded volume size is shrunk to zero,
connection of the packing fraction to the actual density
complicated. In order to find the physically relevant thre
parameter ranges we use the following procedure. We fi
value S0

fix to define the melt case for different fract
dimensions.32,33,76 Fixing the static structure factor at zer
wave vector may be viewed as a calibration or mapping p
cedure based on a measurable thermodynamic property,
the dimensionless mean density fluctuations or isother
compressibility. Under fixed pressure, temperature, and c
centration conditions one physically expectsS0 is virtually
independent of bothN and fractal dimension.2,3,68,72 The
thread model is used to calculate the local packing prop
ties. First, the necessary packing fraction~or osmotic pres-
sure! in order to achieve the intermolecular interpenetrat
required by this fixed compressibility is found from E
~27a!. Then, the corresponding contact valuegd is found
from Eq.~27c!. For the purpose of model calculations we fi
a valueS0

fix550 to define the melt.32,33,76For chain polymers
in a theta solvent, this calibration value has been u
previously.33 Equation~27a! then predicts a simple scalin
relation,S0 } f22, and quantitatively realistic values for th
excluded volume interactions as has been discus
previously.33 It correctly reproduces33 both the crossover
Ne found in melt simulations,73 and the mean squared inte
molecular force felt by a probe polymer in a melt as co
puted using atomistic PRISM theory. In addition, the calib
tion procedure results in the experimentally corre
prediction of power law polymer density scaling of static a
dynamical quantities such as the plateau shear modulu
the way up to the melt.33,34 This parameter choice issue o
‘‘mapping’’ procedure will not affect our main goal of es
tablishing the qualitative variations of the entanglement
namics with fractal dimension since no adjustable equi
rium structural parameters are involved wh
macromolecular fractal dimension is varied. We ha
checked that of order 50% variations in the fixing valu
S0
fix , do not affect the results qualitatively.
After calibrating all melts to have a fixedq50 collective

structure factor,S0'1/(2%mc0), Eqs. ~27! determine the
packing fractionf and the contact valuegd as a function of
fractal dimension. In the stated limits,uN%mc0u@1 and
u%mc0u!1, they lead to
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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358 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
f/~a~2%mc0!
~dn21!!→5

pn

sin~pn~d21/n!!
, for 1Þdn,2 ,

S ln~2N%mc0!

d
1 ln~d21!2~d22! D , for n51/d.

~28a!
ea
s
ie
u-
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th
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Although the PRISM equations and the thread limit only d
with statistical averages of two point correlation function
they indicate that the packing or interpenetration var
strongly with fractal dimension in accord with physical int
ition. In order to achieve similar melt compressibilities t
packing fractions have to be increased by roughly an orde
magnitude when going from open structures, e.g.,dF52 in
d53, to objects whose fractal dimension coincides with
spatial dimension they are embedded in,dF51/n5d. Figure
1 shows the numerical solutions of Eq.~27a! for spatial di-
mensiond53,N5106, and forS0

fix550. The asymptotic for-
mulae, Eq.~28a!, indicate that the casedF5d differs quali-
tatively. For smaller fractal dimensions,dn,1, melt like
compressibilities can be achieved by increasing modestly
packing fraction at fixedN. For fractals wheredF andd are
close or equal the segment density has to be dramatic
increased in order to force the polymers to interpenetrate
suppress the intra-molecular correlations. In Fig. 1 the res
of more microscopic PRISM calculations for some frac
dimensions are included. These numerical calculations s
Eq. ~26! with finite hard core diameter,D5s, a Percus-
fi

ge
e
le
e

n
p

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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Yevick excluded volume closure,c(r.D)50, and the intra-
molecular structure determined from the finite summati
Eqs. ~3! and ~12c!. Choosing a uniform lower melt calibra
tion value, S0

fix5 35, is enough to~almost! collapse the
thread and numerical calculations, which thereby justifi
our use of the thread model within the framework of
Gaussian fractal model.

The trend of less effective intermolecular packing c
also clearly be seen from the contact valuesgd . Figure 2
demonstrates an order of magnitude decrease in the co
value at fixed structure factorS0

fix in d53-dimensions as the
fractal dimension is increased. Note that the coupling para
eter ~prefactor! of the RR model effective friction contain
gd
2 Therefore, on general grounds~independent of the use o
the thread PRISM! the theory predicts the crossover to e
tangled dynamics to be shifted to higher molecular weig
because of the unavoidable physical fact that macrom
ecules of larger fractal dimension interpenetrate less.
asymptotic results foruN%mc0u@1 and u%mc0u!1 show
again that, except for the case ofdF5d, the contact values
saturate at melt-like values for largeN
gd /S āf ~2%mc0! D→5
p/2

G~212/n2d!sinS p

2
~2/n2d! D , for

2

21d
,n,2/d,

S 2 ln~2%mc0 /c1
1/2n!

3~d12!
10.209...D , for n5

2

d12
,

~2%mc0 /c1
1/2n!2~22n~d12!!

pn/6

sin~pn~d1221/n!!
, for 1/d<n,

2

d12
.

~28b!
n
re-
rves
n in

ory

ws
n-
At dF5d the packing fraction which corresponds to our de
nition of the melt depends logarithmically onN for large
N. Of course, fordF approaching the spatial dimension lar
finite N corrections to the asymptotic behavior are expect
The numerical results of the full PRISM calculation, resca
by a constant factor, are included in Fig. 2 and agree nic
with the thread results.

V. DYNAMICS OF ENTANGLED FRACTAL
MACROMOLECULES

The dynamical equations of Section III are solved a
discussed for different fractal dimensions focussing on s
-

d.
d
ly

d
a-

tial dimensiond53. In order to facilitate the presentatio
examples for some specific fractal dimensions are stated
peatedly. The ideal Gaussian random walk chain case se
as the known cornerstone. Other dimensions are chose
order to indicate the breadth of variation withdF51/n. Gen-
erally, but not exclusively, monotonic trends withdF are
observed. Due to the existence of a lower limit,dF

c , below
which entanglement effects are inoperative in the the
(dF

c5d/2), we will focus on the range 2<dF51/n<3,
which is the most experimentally relevant. This also allo
one to use the thread-PRISM model for all fractal dime
sions, as it is well defined fordF.d/2.
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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359M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
A. Renormalized Rouse model predictions

The mode spectrum of the simplified RR model with
uniform friction function is identical to the one of the Rou
problem.27 However, a frequency dependent friction coef

FIG. 1. Packing fractionsf in the thread model of Eq.~27a! in d53
dimensions usingN5106 andS0

fix550. Numerical PRISM results using th
Percus-Yevick closure,c(r.D)50, for the same parameters and ha
sphere diameterD5s are included with error bars corresponding
S0
fix53565.
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J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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cient,z (RR)(z)512 iL(z), enters, see Eq.~2a!. Its dynamics
is governed by the Rouse dynamics, which is characteri
by the Rouse relaxation time,44,45 tR5N112n, and has the
following limiting behaviors:

FIG. 2. Contact valuesgd in the thread model of Eq.~27c! in d53 dimen-
sions usingN5106 and S0

fix550. Numerical PRISM results using th
Percus-Yevick closure,c(r.D)50, for the same parameters and ha
sphere diameterD5s are multiplied by a factor 3.70 and included wit
errorbars corresponding toS0

fix53565.
L~z!→5
c3~2c/z!~2 iz!

n~21d!21
112n , for ztR@1 , c35E

0

`

dx
xd1121/n

c1
~1/2n!1x211/nc1

1/n/d
,

i z~RR!5 icN22dnc4 , for ztR!1 , c45dE
0

`

dx xd21v̂2~x!.
~29!
n
ded
ame
e-
ffi-

e
oral
n
of
the
,

On intermediate time scales there is a power law decreas
the friction function, L(t) } t2x, where x5(n(2
1 d)21)/(112n) and x53/4 for Gaussian chains in
d53-dimensions. The origin of such temporal behavior
fluctuating force contributions from intermediate leng
scales, 1@q@1/Rg , where the macromolecule exhibits
self-similar structure. The anomalous diffusion whichL(z)
leads to is directly connected to the self-similarity of t
underlying equilibrium structure. Equation~29! also
predicts30 that the effects of entanglements on the dynam
are not negligible ifn,2/d or dF.d/2.

The RR model calculates the entanglement effects
turbatively and therefore is expected to apply to weakly
tangled systems, or for strongly entangled systems at r
tively short times.28 An appropriate measure for th
entanglement transition can therefore be obtained fr
equating the RR correction to the unperturbed Ro
friction.33 Two such comparisons are possible from Eq.~29!
and define either an entanglement crossover degree of p
merization,Nc8 or a crossover time,tc . The former criterion
implemented in the Markov (z→0) limit yields
of

s

s

r-
-
la-

m
e

ly-

Nc85~1/cc4!
1/~22dn!. ~30a!

At Nc8 , the molecule is of a size where the total frictio
exerted on its center-of-mass due to intermolecular exclu
volume forces, or entanglements, has increased to the s
level as the friction from fast microscopic degrees of fre
dom, which are described by the monomer friction coe
cient, z0.

The crossover time scale,tc , which follows from equat-
ing the self-similar spectrum in Eq.~29! to the monomer
friction coefficient, uL(z51/tc)u51, measures when th
short time, Rouse model breaks down due to the temp
build up of entanglement friction effects. In the spirit of a
instability analysis, i.e., assuming that at this breakdown
the Rouse description one can still use it to estimate
mean squared displacement, Eq.~18!, and the shear modulus
Eq. ~21!, a corresponding length scale,r c } tc

n/112n and
crossover degree of polymerization,Nc , can be estimated

tc5~cc3!
2
112n
22dn →Nc5~cc3!

21
22dn /c5, ~30b!

where
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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360 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
c55~c2/2!
1

112n G~111/~112n!!/p,

and the standard connection from rubber elastici3

Gc5GR(tc)5%mkBT/Nc was used.
The RR model provides the two crossover measures

dicating the change of the polymer dynamics due to
tanglements.Nc and Nc8 are non-equilibrium quantities
which by virtue of Eq.~30! are directly connected to th
equilibrium input characterizing the probe, Eq.~14!, and the
liquid structure, Eq.~27!. Using the static information from
the thread-PRISM calculation one can studyNc andNc8 for
different fractal architectures. As discussed in Section
there still exists an undetermined numerical prefactor inc,
denoted byA, arising from the coarse graining in the thre
limit. We chooseA50.0182 in order to recover previou
results obtained fordF52 Gaussian chains in string-PRISM
calculations and melt values ofNc' 30-40 found in com-
puter simulations of Gaussian chain melts.33,73Figure 3 then
shows the dependence ofNc andNc8 on fractal dimension.
Non-monotonic variation of the latter quantities arises fro
the monotonic variation of the static parameters for differ
n. Gratifyingly, both crossover degrees of polymerization
rather close and vary by less than a factor of 3 as a func
of dF . Nc andNc8 show identical scaling with physical pa
rameters, such as density. Different ways to calibrate
static melt input modify the details of the curves in Fig.
but do not destroy the trend of rather close values and
non-monotonic dependence ondF .

The length scaler c is a measure of the entangleme
distance, signaling when the interchain excluded volume
teractions plus connectivity constraints dominate over
bare Rouse dynamics. The values forr c , r c'3s, which are
obtained from the static input are rather small and indic
the restricted validity of the Rouse description in the e
tangled melt.

The static PRISM input also allows the study of so
tions, e.g., the prediction of the dependence of the entan
ment parameters on density and solvent quality can
determined.33 Reducing the density in the PRISM calcul

FIG. 3. Crossover degrees of polymerization. From the renormalized R
model as defined in Eq.~30b! Nc solid line, or Eq.~30b! Nc8 short dashed
line. From the polymer mode coupling model as defined for the diffus
coefficient in Eq.~51! ND chain curve, and for the viscosity in Eq.~53e!
Nh long dashed line.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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tions corresponds to concentrated and semi-dilute solut
where an effective Gaussian assumption for the in
molecular structure is still employed with a density depe
dent segment length,s(%m), the details of which depend o
solvent quality, fractal architecture, and chemical structu
From the asymptotic results, Eq.~27!, of the thread-PRISM
calculations simple proportionalities of the entanglem
length,r c , the crossover degree of polymerization,Nc , and
the shear or plateau elastic modulus,Gc5%mkBT/Nc , can be
deduced~recallf } %ms3)

Nc}~s/D !sH f2r for 2/d.n.1/d,

~Ne2df/a!~42d!/df for n51/d, ~31a!

r c}s~s/D !snH f2rn for 2/d.n.1/d,

~Ne2df/a!~42d!/d2f1/d for n51/d,

~31b!

where for theta solutionss is independent off and
s52 dr with

r55
1

dn21
for 2/d.n.2/~21d!,

dn2214n

~dn21!~22dn!
for 2/~d12!.n.1/d,

~31c!

where the dependence on an effective aspect ratio, (s/D), is
denoted as well.

Compared to the relatively weak dependences for Ga
ian chains in d53 previously found33 when D5s, r c
} (%ms2)21,Nc } (%ms3)22 andGc } (%ms2)3, more com-
pact macromolecules show an increased density depende
For example, atdF5(21d)/255/2, r c } s(%ms3)22, Nc

} (%ms3)25 andGc } %m(%ms3)5 result. From the thread
considerations it can be expected that rather large correct
to the simple scaling laws, Eq.~31!, can be observed fo
fractal dimensions close ton52/(21d) and n→1/d. It is
also worth noting that the very coarse grained description
the fractal models employed in this work still captures so
chemical structure features like the dependence on the l
aspect ratioG5s/D. It enters very strongly and is expecte
to lead to material dependent differences in the plateau s
modulus and the entanglement length in addition to
system-specificity inherent to quantities such as the segm
tal packing fractionf } %ms3. The surprising dependence o
the entanglement quantities, Eq.~30!, on degree of polymer-
ization if fractal and spatial dimension are equal arises fr
a property of the PRISM equations mentioned in Section
logarithmically increasing withN densities are required in
order to force interpenetration and equal bulk compressi
ity, S0 } N exp(2fd/a), in this case. Note, however, that th
exponential density dependence clearly dominates for c
centrated solutions and melts, asa(d53)'1.10.

This extension of melt results to solutions clearly be
an important caveat, even for theta solutions, wh
Gaussian intra-molecular statistics is appropriate. The mo
of a solution obtained in this way does not include hydrod

se

n
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361M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
namic interactions. The results therefore can be applied o
if the hydrodynamic screening length is sufficiently small

The assumption of Gaussian intra-molecular struct
might seem to rule out predictions for good solutions, wh
the long range excluded volume interactions drastica
change the intra-molecular structure. However, using
blob picture developed by de Gennes2 and the Cates and
Muthukumar extension of the Flory approach to the exclud
volume effects of fractal molecules,44,45 further progress is
possible. As done for Gaussian chains, the de Gennes
picture can be incorporated into the thread-PRISM calcu
tion by identifying the effective segment length scale w
the blob size,33 jb . The central idea is to consider the sol
tion of self avoiding fractals as a melt of Gaussian fractals
larger units, the so-called blobs.2 Within the blob, the mol-
ecule is swollen due to the excluded volume interaction,
melt of blob-molecules, however, is ideal, following Flory
argument. Therefore, the thread-PRISM equations, which
input with Gaussian structure, are considered to desc
macromolecules made up of blobs and the length scales
tering them, i.e.,s, are identified with the blob size,jb . The
intermolecular excluded volume condition,g(r,D)50, in
this case presumes that the molecule is in the dilute,
avoiding limit within the blob. Within the blob, one can us
the calculations of Refs. 44 and 45 for the mass scaling
ponent,n̄, of fractals with intramolecular excluded volum
interactions. From minimizing the single macromolecule fr
energy, F/kBT } (R2/R0

2)1v(N2/Rd), composed of the
Gaussian elastic energy, whereR0 } Nn, and the pairwise re-
pulsive interaction of strengthv, one obtains the dilute solu
tion exponent,44,45 n̄52(11n)/(21d). The scaling of the
blob size,jb , with density can be obtained from the standa
scaling argument for the radius of gyration at the dilute
semi-dilute crossover:Rg } N n̄ f R(%m /%m* ), requiring
f R(0)51 and the scalingRg } jbN

n above the semi-dilute
crossover,2 %m*!%m!1. Here, the polymer overlap conce
tration,%m* is %m* } N/Rg

d } N12 n̄d, which leads to the resul
for the dependence ofjb on density

jb}%
m

2
22nd

d12nd22 . ~32!

In contrast to the weak density dependence,jb } %m
21/8, for

Gaussian chains ind53-dimensions,2 stronger dependence
are found for more dense fractal molecules, e.g.,jb } %m

21/3 if
dF5d53. The results for the density dependence of
crossover quantities characterizing the entanglement eff
in good solvents can now be obtained from Eq.~30! by re-
placing the monomer length scales,D ands, with the blob
size, Eq.~32!

Gc}
%m

Nc
, Nc}5 %

m

2
d12

d12nd22 for
2

d
.n.

2

21d

%
m

2
~d12!~dn2214n!

~d12nd22!~22dn! for
2

21d
.n.

1

d

,

~33a!

where
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m

2
212n

d12nd22 for
2

d
.n.

2

21d

%
m

2
~22nd!21n~d12!~dn2214n!

~d12nd22!~22dn! for
2

21d
.n.

1

d

. ~33b!

Comparing the predicted density dependences for theta s
tions, Eq.~30!, and good solvents, Eq.~33!, only relatively
small differences are observed for Gaussian chains.
n51/2 in good,d53-dimensional solutions,r c } %m

23/4, Nc

}%m
25/4, and Gc}%m

9/4, are found.33 For denser objects
however, good and theta solvents cases differ more bec
of the larger swelling in the intra-molecular equilibrium
structure. The effective packing fraction,f } %mjb

d , in theta-
solvents, depends more weakly on monomer density
more compact objects,

f}%
m

~dn21!
d12

d12nd22 .

For example the following dependences hold,r c } %m
214/17,

Nc } %m
225/17, and Gc } %m

42/17 for a fractal dimension
dF51/n55/2 in a 3-dimensional good solvent, an
even for dF51/n5d53, the exponential density depen
dence is removed resulting inr c } %m

214/27, Nc } %m
25/9,

andGc } %m
14/9 for a good solvent. Again, it has to kept i

mind, that hydrodynamic interactions are neglected in th
results.

It is easily possible to obtain all the dynamical quantiti
listed in Section II within the RR model. As is well know
from prior work on linear chains, one finds stron
corrections to the Rouse dynamics but not a qualitativ
correct description of strongly entangled systems.27 Only
the PMC model leads to a strong enough slowing down
translational diffusion and the internal conformation
modes to correctly predict theN-dependence of the cente
of-mass diffusion constant and a two step process in
intra-molecular stress relaxation. The only dynamical inp
to the PMC theory is the friction functionL(z) of the RR
model. Thus the results of this subsection allow the deri
tion of the entangled dynamics predictions of the PM
model.

Previous analysis of the RR or PMC model h
used slightly different technical approximations for th
dynamics entering the respective memory functions. O
analysis is in agreement with the usage of Ref. 30 exc
for negligible differences in the numerical prefactors a
of the final decay inS(t), which will be commented on
below.

B. Time scales and transport coefficients of the
polymer mode coupling theory

The dynamics of entangled macromolecules in the la
N limit is described by the PMC model, which is defined b
the memory functionsS(z), Eq. ~17b!, affecting the center-
of-mass motion, andml(z), Eq. ~19!, describing the dynam-
ics of the internal modes. The latter can be separated in
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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362 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
uniform contribution,S8(z), and a mode-dependent pa
M (z), if the approximate expression Eq.~24d! for the in-
tramolecular structural density of states is used; i
ml(z)5S8(z)1l112nM (z) where

S8~z!5c8c1
1/2nE

0

`

dk kd1111/nvk
2 21

z1
i ~k2/dvk!

12 iL~z!

, ~34a!

M ~z!5c8~d/c2!E
0

`

dkkd21vk
2 21

z1
i ~k2/dvk!

12 iL~z!

, ~34b!

The difference betweenS(z) and S8(z), which has been
neglected in previous studies, arises due to different appr
mations in diagonalizing Eqs.~1!. As will be shown below,
however, this has nontrivial consequences only for the fi
long time tail of S(z) which is of essentially no practica
significance.

For entanglements, the shortest time scale of intere
the crossover time,tc , determined in Eq.~30b!. For longer
times, or smaller frequencies,uL(z)u@1 follows in Eq.~34!,
i.e., the bare friction is negligible. In the Rouse proble
there enters the familiar Rouse time,44,45 which scales with
degree of polymerization astR5N112n. Another, longer
time scale,tRR, arises in the RR model. It is the character
tic relaxation time for the contributions to the PMC forc
fluctuations arising on the length scale of t
macromolecule27,30
e

e

c-
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tRR5c4cN
32~d22!n. ~35!

ThetRR time scale shows up in the long time dynamics on
as a crossover time, where the longest lasting, sm
( } 1/Rg) wave vector contributions to the PMC-friction func
tions start decaying. Due to the small weight of these lo
wavelength modes in the uniform memory functions,S(z)
andS8(z), no new, longer time scale results from them. A
will be seen later, however, theM -memory function leads to
a new, longest time scale,tD , which dominates the interna
mode relaxation and can be defined from the Markov
limit 28,30 of M (z50)

tD5cc8N522n~d21!c6 , ~36!

where

c65~d2c4/2!E
0

`

dx xd23v̂3~x!.

For Gaussian chains ind53 dimensions, we recover th
known results,27,28tRR} N5/2 andtD } N3. For larger fractal
dimensions higher values for the exponents are found.
example, in the limit ofdF51/n→d53, tRR } N8/3 andtD
} N11/3, are obtained.

Using the thread-PRISM calculations, one can determ
the polymer density and statistical segment length scaling
the final disentanglement or terminal relaxation time,tD .
For theta solvents, wheres is constant, and for good sol
vents, wheres'jb(%m) from Eq. ~32!, one finds
tD}N522n~d21!gd
2}N522n~d21!5 ~%msd!

422dn
dn21 , for

2

d
.n.

2

21d
,

~%msd!
422dn
dn21 , for

2

21d
.n.

1

d
,

for theta solv., ~37a!

tD}N522n~d21!gd
2}N522n~d21!5 %

m

~422dn!~d12!
d12dn22 , for

2

d
.n.

2

21d
,

%
m

4n~d12!
d12dn22 , for

2

21d
.n.

1

d
,

for good solv. ~37b!
ing
ing
he
-

ns-
For Gaussian chains ind53, this predicts:tD } N3%m
2 , in

theta solvents, andtD } N3%m
5/4, in a good solvent.34 For

denser fractal objects higher powers in degree of polym
ization and density are obtained; e.g.,tD } N11/3gd

2 for
dF5d53 follows, wheregd depends exponentially on th
density,gd

2 } e4%/a for theta solvents, andgd
2 } %m

20/9 for good
solvents.

The four time scales,tc , tR, tRR andtD , separate win-
dows of different dynamical behavior, which will be chara
terized below by the leading~power-law! time or frequency
r-

dependent term. Of course, clear observation of the lead
terms requires a wide separation of the time scales limit
the appropriate window. Although this is achieved in t
N→` limit, for realistic N values large finite size correc
tions are expected.31,32

Another quantity of interest is the center-of-mass tra
lational diffusion coefficient,D, which can be obtained from
theS-memory function in the Markovian limit28,30

1/D5cc8N522dnc4
2 . ~38!
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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363M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
The scaling,D } N22, for Gaussian chains ind53 dimen-
sions is recovered, and again larger exponents are obse
for smallern; e.g.,D } N213/5 for dF55/2 andD } N23 for
dF51/n5d. The density and statistical segment length sc
ing of the diffusion coefficient can simply be obtained fro
tD , Eq. ~37!, by noting that the product of diffusion coeffi
cient and internal time scale divided byRg

2 depends on frac-
tal and spatial dimension only, but not on other structu
parameters

DtD
Rg
2 5 f ~SE!~n,d!5

d

2

*dxxd23v̂3~x!

*dxxd21v̂2~x!
. ~39!

This ‘‘Stokes-Einstein’’ like ratio shows that in the PM
model the slow dynamics of different processes is conne
by an underlying common diffusion process determining
friction. This feature is in agreement with the reptation/tu
model; indeed, the ratioDtD /Rg

2 is predicted to be 1/4 by the
tube model which is remarkably close to the PMC predict
of '0.2 ~see Fig. 4!. As two different memory functions
S andM , determinetD andD, respectively, this result is
non-trivial and can be traced back to the use of the cohe
single macromolecular dynamic structure factor of the
model in the PMC friction functions. The above ratio
shown in Fig. 4 and varies monotonically with fractal dime
sion but only by a factor less than 3. Let us recall that ti
scales in this section are given in units oft05s2/dD0; using
the dimension-carrying, experimental variablestD , D and
Rg , Eq. ~39! changes toDtD /Rg

25 f (SE)/d. It is this ratio
which is shown in Fig. 3.

Before proceeding to discuss finite frequency propert
it is instructive to compare the above asymptotic largeN
predictions of PMC theory with the analogs of the reptatio
tube approach. If the Gaussian fractals can be thought o
linear, flexible polymers, the most naive generalization of
tube model ansatz makes the prediction

tD
rep}L2/DR}N2/DR}N3, ~40a!

since the terminal relaxation is driven by the destruction
the tube of contour lengthL } N via the coherent reptative

FIG. 4. Transport coefficient ratio,DtD /Rg
2 Eq. ~39! ~using dimension-

carrying variables!, in d53 dimension and for different fractal dimension
~solid line and left scale!. The normalized Stokes-Einstein ratio
Dh/(Rg

2%mkBT), is shown as chain curve and refers to the right scale.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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motion of the probe polymer described by the center-of-m
diffusion coefficient of the Rouse model,DR } 1/N. This re-
sult holds forall values of fractal,dF , and spatial,d, dimen-
sion. It agrees with PMC theory only ifdF51/n5(d21),
i.e., in d53 dimensionsonly for ideal random walk coils.
Similarly, the tube model prediction for the translational d
fusion coefficient follows from the underlying diffusive pro
cess

D rep}Rg
2/tD}N2312n, ~40b!

In d53, this result agrees with Eq.~38! only for the cases of
ideal coils (n51/2) and rigid rods (n51, where the Rouse
result replaces Eq.~40b!!. PMC theory also predicts a sig
nificant dependence of the entanglement friction on spa
dimension. For example, in ad52 dimensional melt of self-
avoiding walk random coils (n'3/4) PMC predictstD
} N7/2 and againD } N22, the latter in accidental agreeme
with the familiard53 dimensional ideal linear chain resu
even though the relaxation time scaling differs. On the ot
hand, the tube model yieldstD } N3 andD } N23/2. Recent
simulations by Slater and Wu74 of swollen coils in ad52
model gel appear to support the PMC result forD. PMC
theory also predicts thatall entanglement effects become i
relevant above a critical spatial dimension,dc , given by
dc52/n. For d.dc , theD } N21 andtD } tR } N111/2n

Rouse laws are recovered. Thus for ideal linear chains
tanglements are predicted to be inoperative above 4 sp
dimensions. Let us also note that this prediction clea
shows the different physical contents of the PMC theory
compared to the cooperative cluster theory of Douglas
Hubbard,7 where the Rouse model is recovered in the lim
d→`.

There is a simple geometric interpetration of both t
N-scaling and the prefactorcc8 of the diffusion constant in
Eq. ~38!. It is based on the formally exact relation

D21}N@11~2 iS~z50!!#,

where,

2 iS~z50!5
b

dz0N
(
ab

N E
0

`

dt^FW a
Q~ t !•FW b~0!&. ~41!

From Eq.~17b! one can writeS(z50) } (gdN
22dn)2. The

quantityN22dn is proportional to the number of binary con
tacts between a pair of interpenetrating fractals ind dimen-
sions. The factorgd quantifies the intermolecular conta
probability or strength of the local excluded volume force
Thus, the entanglement friction contribution is proportion
to the squareof the product of these factors, a connecti
which appears natural because the four point force-force
relation function in Eq.~41! describes excluded volume in
teractions or constraints exerted on two probe segment
the surrounding matrix. Equations~37! then follow immedi-
ately from the diffusion-like relation thattD } Rg

2/D. The lat-
ter corresponds to the intuitive idea that global macrom
lecular and stress relaxation is coupled on a time sc
proportional to the time required for the probe to diffuse
distance of order its size. The irrelevance of entangleme
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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364 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
for d.dc corresponds to the vanishing of the number
two-macromolecule binary contacts in the largeN limit.

C. Finite frequency predictions of PMC theory

Using the result, Eq.~29!, for the RR-friction function,
L(z), one can easily find the leading asymptotes of
e

-

m
,

a

es
n
th

-
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PMC-memory functions in the different time windows. A
the shortest times,t!tc , the dynamics is dominated by th
local unentangled Rouse modes, as discussed in the nex
tion. Only results which are~qualitatively! unaffected by
them will be listed below. For the center-of-mass memo
function one finds the following leading order behaviors:
S~z!}5
2c8

z
~c~2 iz!x!x 1/tR!z!1/tc ,

2c8

z
~cN22dn~2 iz!!x 1/tRR!z!1/tR,

~ i /ND! z!1/tRR,

, where x5
n~d12!21

112n
. ~42a!
ag

n
tral

of
ng
als

ti-

cts
for-
m

ge
The Laplace back-transformation toS(t) can easily be done
for these power laws using: LT@ t2x#(z)5 21/zG(12x)
3(2 iz)x. The fractal time exponent,x, in Eq. ~42a! again
arises from the self-similar equilibrium structure on interm
diate length scales. It equalsx53/4 for ideal Gaussian
chains,30 and drops tox52/5 for dF51/n→d53. The final
crossover inS(z) to the Markovian limit for small frequen
cies is governed by the long time tail inS(t). The rather
rapid behavior,S(t@tRR) } N2(d11)(t/tRR)2(d12)/2, leads to
almost regular behavior inS(z) for ztRR!1. From Eqs.~2a!
and ~29!

S~z!→~ i /ND!~11 i ā~2 iztRR!1 i b̄N2~d11!

3~2 iztRR!d/21...!, for ztRR!1 . ~42b!

These results immediately determine the center-of-mass
tion via Eq.~17a!. Anomalous diffusion is found in a broad
N-dependent intermediate time window,tc!t!tRR, where
the center-of-mass mean squared displacement incre
from F(tc)'r c

2 to F(tRR)'N2(22dn)Rg
2

F~ t !}5
2t/N t!tc ,

t S n~d12!21
112n D2/N tc!t!tR,

t S n~d12!21
112n D /N~22dn!S n~d12!21

112n D tR!t!tRR,

2Dt tRR!t.
~43!

Due to the relatively weak coupling of the internal mod
to the center-of-mass, simple diffusive behavior is fou
already for distances smaller than the size of
molecule ~in the asymptotic largeN limit !. Equation ~43!
also justifies the use ofD as center-of-mass trans
lational diffusion coefficient in Eq.~38!. In d53 dimen-
-

o-

ses

d
e

sions the anomalous diffusion varies in the ranget9/16/N
to t4/25/N in the first time window, tc!t!tR, and
t3/4/N3/8 to t2/5/N2/5 in the second window,tR!t!tRR,
for the fractal dimensionsdF51/n52 and dF53, respec-
tively.

The second memory function arising from uniform dr
on all segments,S8(z) from Eq. ~34a!, agrees withS(z) in
the intermediate frequency windowztRR@1. For smaller
frequencies, it differs somewhat,

S8~z!→~ i /ND8!~11 i â~2 iztRR!1 i b̂~2 iztRR!2

1 i ĉN21~2 iztRR!
nd11
2n ...! for ztRR!1 . ~44!

It exhibits an even weaker long time tail,S8(t@tRR)

}(tRR/t)
n(d12)21

2n /N. As expected from the discussio
of the internal self-similar structure and the resulting spec
densities, the uniform drag described byS or S8 is iden-
tical, as long as it is dominated by the internal degrees
freedom. Small differences only are found when the lo
range, lowest lying contributions in the wave vector integr
dominate, i.e., forztRR!1. Most importantly, however, the
scaling of the zero frequency transport coefficient is iden
cal,D}D8.

TheM -memory function describes entanglement effe
on the internal mode dynamics relevant to stress and con
mational relaxation and differs drastically from the unifor
friction functionsS andS8. This mathematically arises from
the large weight attributed to the small wave vector ran
(qRg'1) in the integration in Eq.~34b! arising from the
connectivity constraints which enter viavab

21(q) in Eq. ~4a!.
Up to times of the order oftRR, M (t) is effectively frozen
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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~for dn,2) at its initial value, which scales with degree
polymerization,N

M ~ t !5̇M05c8N22dn
c4
c2

for t!tRR. ~45a!
o

,
a

to
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Note the factorN22dn which is associated with the numbe
of binary pair-molecule contacts. From Eqs.~29! and ~34b!
one easily obtains the time dependent corrections,m(z), to
the constantM0 ~which in Laplace-space shows up as
2z21 contribution!
m~z!5M ~z!2
2M0

z
}5

2c8c7
z

~c3c~2 iz!
n~d12!21
112n !2

22dn
112n, 1/tR!z!1/tc ,

2c8c7
z

~c4cN
22dn~2 iz!!2

22dn
112n , 1/tRR!z!1/tR,

~45b!
the
l
s

the
e-

c
e

and
re-
s.
the

ion
xing
where the coefficient equals

c75@dn/c1
1/2#~d14!/~2n11!~22dn!pn

Y H @~d12!n21#~2n11!

3dc2 sinFp~n~d12!21!

2n11 G J .
Only for t/tRR'1, does the memory function,M (t), start to
decay appreciably. The long time tail,M (t@tRR)
} N22dn(tRR/t)d/2, translates into an anomalous approach
M (z) to its Markovian value

M ~z!→
i2tD
c2

1
2c8c8

z
N22dn~2 iztRR!d/21...

for ztRR!1 , ~45c!

where the coefficient equals

c85
d

2c2

p

sin~pd/2!
for d.2.

Note, that the powers of the final (t@tRR) long time tails of
f

the two memory functions (S andM ) differ but depend on
the spatial dimension only. Whereas the long time tail in
center-of-mass friction function is familiar from colloida
systems,42 the one in the internal mode friction function ha
no counterpart for rigid, spherical particles.

One can estimate a characteristic frequency for
PMC-memory functions from the above considerations. D
fining it by the position of the maximum in the loss part75 of
the memory functions,M 9(v) or S9(v), respectively, one
finds, that the characteristic time scales of theS- and
S8-memory functions areN-independent and of microscopi
order, whereasM (t) relaxes with a characteristic time of th
order of the RR-model time,tRR. This slow decay ofM (t)
leads to the appearance of a low-lying dynamical process
an apparent non-ergodicity for stress and conformational
laxation ~plateau!, identified with the entanglement proces
Note, that this is a prediction, not an assumption, of
theory.

The near arrest of the internal-mode memory funct
has important consequences. First, it causes a non-rela
part in the PMC-mode correlator for finitel and for times
short compared totRR
Cl~z!5
M0c2

11M0c2

21

z
1

1

11M0c2

21

12
l112n~M011/c2!

~2zS8~z!!1l112n~2zm~z!!

, for ztRR@1

5̇
21

z
1

1

M0c2z

1

12
zm~z!

M0
2

zS8~z!

l112nM0

for M0@1 . ~46a!
de
for
,
s

Second, because of theN-scaling of the initial valueM0 the
slow part in Cl(t) is of order unity for internal modes
l@lc } 1/N. This has been used in the second approxim
equality in Eq. ~46a!, which holds for M0@1 and
M0l

112n5 fixed. The small-time dependent correction
te

the plateau will be denoted byDl(t). Its leading asymptotes
in the intermediate frequency window depend on the mo
index l and can easily be obtained from the results
S8andm in Eqs.~42! and~45!,respectively. For longertimes
t@tRR, the Markovian limit in the friction functions applie
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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366 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
and the arrested part ofCl(t) decays exponentially

Cl~ t !5e2~ t/2tD!/~11u~Nl!2~112n!!'e2~ t/2tD!

for t@tRR, ~46b!

where the uniform relaxation rate is obtained for interme
ate modes,l@lc' p/N; the constant isu5c2(2n11)
3(2n12)/ f SE(n,d). The final dynamics in the PMC corr
elator over a wide frequency range differ drastically from t
Rouse or RR-model results, as the dominance of the inte
memory function,M (z), causes the mode-dependence
cancel for internal modes. A rather non-trivial consequen
ultimately of the Fourier transformed structural correlatio
vq

l in Eq. ~19!, is the arrest of the internal modes for inte
mediate times, in conjunction with only smaller slowin
down of the center-of-mass motion. This prediction of co
tinued~but anomalous! translational diffusion, but near com
plete arrest of orientational and stress relaxation, is the h
mark of entangled dynamics and is in qualitative agreem
with the reptation/tube ansatz.
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The averaged segmental mean squared displacemen
~18!, can easily be obtained from the limiting results of t
memory functions, Eqs.~42!, ~44!, and ~45!. Manipulating
Eq. ~18! to

f~z!2F~z!5
22

z

Y~z!

~2 iz!~12 iS8~z!!

3E
lc /Y~z!

` ds

p

1

11s112n ,

where Y~z!5S ~2 iz!~12 iS8~z!!

1/c22M ~z! D 1/~112n!

,

the different frequency windows can be identified and
asymptotic expansions used to find the leading terms
f(t). Laplace back-transforming to the time domain one o
tains
f~ t !}5
t2nS ~n~d12!21!2

~112n!3
D /N~22dn!/~112n! tc!t!tR,

t2nS n~d12!21

~112n!2
D /N~422dn!~11n2~d12!2n!

~112n!2 tR!t!tRR,

2Dtv, v.1 tRR!t!tD ,

2Dt tD!t.

~47!
be

ian-
ar,

s for

ny

,

The averaged monomer mean squared displacement fol
the center-of-mass motion only for times longer than
terminal relaxation time,tD . tD can also be determined b
f(tD)5Rg

2 The cut-off,lc } p/N, introduced into the spec
tral density affects the time windowtRR!t!tD only. This
stresses that the diffusion for shorter times is caused by
self-similar macromolecular structure. The anomalous ex
nents for Gaussian chains ind53-dimensions have been de
rived previously,30 t9/32/N1/4 and t3/8/N7/16, and can be com-
pared to the predictions from the reptation model,t1/4 for
tc!t!tR andt1/2/N1/2 for tR!t!tD . A more strongly hin-
dered dynamics in the PMC model for short times is evide
although this conclusion unambiguously applies in the hy
theticalN→` limit, only. For more compact fractal objects
the short time dynamics is even more sluggish, as the de
structure apparently results in more entanglements du
enhanced contacts; for example,t8/125/N3/5 for tc!t! tR,
and t2/15/N11/15 for tR!t! tRR, is obtained in the limit of
dF51/n5d53.

The averaged mean squared displacement,f(t), also de-
termines the incoherent dynamic structure factor in
Gaussian approximation, Eq.~10!. The coherent intramo
lecular structure factor in the PMC model exhibits the
quired center-of-mass diffusion in the long time and sm
wave vector regime
ws
e
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vcoh~q,t !→Ne2
q2

d Dt, for t@tD and qRg!1 . ~48a!

In the self-similar range,qRg@1, Eq.~23! shows that a rea-
sonable approximation forvcoh is

vcoh~q,t !→1/~q2c1!
1/2ne2 ~q2/2d! f~ t !, for qRg@1 . ~48b!

Corrections to the second approximate result can only
studied numerically. As discussed previously,27,28 the use of
a linear equation-of-motion theory, and hence a Gauss
process description, is more uncertain for nonline
q-dependent correlation functions such asv inc(q,t) and
vcoh(q,t).

The arrested amplitude in the PMC correlator,Cl, also
leads to the appearance of a plateau in the shear modulu
intermediate times,tc!t! tRR. As the arrested amplitude in
Cl is much larger than the dynamical part,uDl(t)u!Cl(t)
for internal modes in this time window, one can expand a
correlation function which is a polynomial inCl, e.g., the
stress modulus, Eq.~21!, or the radius of gyration correlator
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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367M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
Eq. ~22!. It is an unrealistic result of the PMC model th
even very local modes,l'p, are arrested by the entangl
ments, which only are effective for length scales larger th
r c , as has been seen in the RR analysis. Therefore, the m
independent static amplitudes inCl(t) are cut off at a mode
indexp/Ne , where for simplicity we identifyNe5Nc from
Eq. ~30!. For intermediate times the entanglement plateau
the shear modulus,G(t)'Gc , follows. Including the domi-
nant time dependent corrections, the PMC model predic

G~z!5̇
%mkBT

Nc
H 21

z S 12
2

M0c2
D 1

2m~z!

M0
2c2

1
2w

zM0
S 2zS8~z!

M0
D 1/~112n!J ,

for 1/tRR!z!1/tc , ~49a!
if

g,
s

th
w

es
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where

w5
2Nc

c2~112n!sinS p

112n D .
The power law tails of the memory functions, Eqs.~42! and
~45!, introduce frequency dependent relaxation in the plat
region. Physically, this corresponds to the early stage of
disentanglement process associated with the anomalous
mental diffusion and small scale polymer shape fluctuatio
Fractal power laws can be observed in the loss,G9(v), and
the storage,G8(v), part of the shear modulus. The contrib
tions from S8(z) in Eq. ~49a! can be viewed as the low
frequency wing of the glassy, or microscopic, dynam
which peaks at higher frequencies.~This already indicates
that local modes, discussed in the next section, will hide
contribution.! The dynamic part of the internal memory fun
tion, i.e., m(z), describes the high frequency wing of th
final entanglement decay centered aroundvtD'1
G8~v!2Gc}G9~v!}5
1

N22dn H 6
v2

~22dn!~n~d12!21!

~112n!2

N22dn 1 c̄
v

~n~d12!21!2

~112n!3

N
22dn
112n

, 1/tR!v!1/tc ,

1

N422dn H 6
v2

22dn
112n

N
~22dn!2

112n
J , 1/tRR!v!1/tR,

~49b!
the
-

o,
ith
au
e of
where6 denotes the two cases,G9 andG8, respectively. For
Gaussian chains in three dimensions,n51/2 andd53, the
power laws,G9(v) } v23/16/N1cv9/32/N3/4 in the first fre-
quency window, andG9(v) } v21/4/N9/8 in the second re-
gion had been found previously.30 In the limit of
dF5d53, lower dynamical amplitudes and somewhat d
ferent exponents are found,G9(v) } v26/25/N2

1 cv12/125/N8/5, andG9(v) } v23/5/N13/5 in the two regions.
It can be noted that the high frequency win
1/tR!v!1/tc , of the entanglement peak in the shear lo
modulus follows a power law with an exponent,

x5
~22dn!~n~d12!21!

~112n!2
,

which lies in the range 0.26 0.05 for 1/3<n<1/2 andd53.
In time space this predicts that the initial decay below
plateau modulus is described by the fractal la
G(tc!t!tR)2Gc }2 tx. The decay ofG(t) onto the pla-
teau or the range inG8 andG9 whereG8 } G9 } vd and
d.0 is driven by the local modes,l.p/Nc , which will be
discussed in the next section.

As all internal modes which contribute to the shear str
relax for times larger thantRRwith a uniform rate, Eq.~46b!,
the shear modulus simplifies to an exponential process
-

s

e
:

s

G~ t !5
%mkBT

Nc
e2~ t/tD! for t@tRR. ~49c!

The shear viscosity in the large-N-limit, neglecting correc-
tions from shorter times simply follows from this

h5GctD5%mkBT
tD
Nc

}
%mgd

2

Nc
N522n~d21!. ~49d!

Since the cross-over degree of polymerization,Nc , found in
the RR model, Eq.~30!, does not depend onN, the viscosity
scales with degree of polymerization in the same way as
terminal relaxation time,tD . The Stokes-Einstein ratio nor
malized by the size of the molecule,Dh/Rg

2 , can now easily
be calculated from Eq.~39!, as viscosity and final relaxation
time differ by a factor of plateau modulus only. This rati
Dh/Rg

2 , has been included in Fig. 4 and its scaling w
equilibrium parameters follows from the one of the plate
modulus,Gc . The dependence of the entanglement degre
polymerization,Nc in Eqs. ~30! and ~31!, and of the final
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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368 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
relaxation time,tD of Eqs. ~37!, on structural equilibrium
parameters determine the scaling of the viscosity with d
sity in the theta and good solvent cases. For ideal Gaus
coils in d53 dimensions the resultsh } N3%m

5 and h
} N3%m

7/2 had been reported for theta and good solve
respectively.34 If the dimensions aredF51/n5d53 thenh
} N11/3 and exponential density dependence for theta
vents, andh } N11/3%m

41/9 for good solvents results.
For intermediate times, the radius of gyration fluctu

tions, P(t) from Eq. ~22!, are also arrested at the initia
value,P(t50)5 (c2)/(2pn) lc

22n }Rg
2
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P~z!/P~ t50!5
21

z
2

21

z

~2zS8~z!!2
2n

112n

P~ t50!M
0

1
112n

, for

1/tRR!z!1/tc . ~50a!

In contrast with the stress relaxation, the dominance of
lowest lying internal modes inP(t) interestingly leads to the
memory functionS8 dominating the slow initial relaxation
of P(t) away from its initial plateau. The high frequenc
wing of the main relaxation peak inP(t) at tD follows from
Eqs.~42! and ~44!
P~v!9 /P~ t50!}H v2
2n~n~d12!21!2

~112n!3 N2 S2n1
22dn
112n D 1/tR!v!1/tc ,

v2
2n~n~d12!21!

~112n!2 N2 S2n1
22dn
112n S11

2n~n~d12!21!
112n D D 1/tRR!v!1/tR.

~50b!
ad-
c-

re-
ther

ant
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off
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the
The exponents for the power laws describing Gauss
chains ind53, P(v)9 /P(t 5 0) } v29/32N25/4 and P(v)9 /
P(t 5 0)}v23/8N223/16, astonishingly are not too far from
the exponents exhibited by the shear modulus, although t
origin within the theory is totally different. This accident
similarity does not hold fordF5d53, where one finds
P(v)9 /P(t50) } v28/125N219/15 and P(v)9 /P(t50)
} v24/25N2107/75 in the first and second time window, re
spectively. The predicted power laws are expected to be
evant to dielectric loss measurements. The final relaxatio
P(t), of course, is influenced by the lowest eigenmodes
the molecule. Extending the mode-independent expone
long time law, Eq. ~46b!, down to global modes
l'lc'p/N, one misses prefactors which are slowly var
ing compared to the dominant exponential relaxation

P~ t !'P~ t50!e2~ t/2tD! for t@tRR. ~50c!

The non-exponential dynamical behavior ofP(t) in the in-
termediate time window results from the uniform drag fun
tion, S8, which has a short, microscopic characteristic f
quency. Therefore, the crossover to the exponen
relaxation in Eq.~50c! is expected to be observable mo
easily than the corresponding crossover inG(t), Eq. ~49c!,
which requires times long compared to the characteri
time ofM (t), which is of the order oftRR.

D. Finite N corrections and model calculations

In the previous sections, the limiting results of the PM
model for large degrees of polymerization,N, were pre-
sented. Experimentally, ratios ofN/Nc<300 have been
achieved for entangled linear chain polymer liquids, w
values ofN/Nc & 100 a common upper bound.6 In attempting
to compare the results of the previous section to experime
one has to take into account the possibility for significa
finite N-corrections. Also, it is expected that the entang
ment effects captured in the PMC model should not aff
the very local and fast dynamics. Therefore, no results
n

eir

l-
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f
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-

-
-
al
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ts,
t
-
t
r

times shorter than the crossover timetc have been reported
in the previous sections. These questions have been
dressed recently by switching off the PMC-memory fun
tions for high, local modes.31,32 These studies, where
ml(z)→Q(p/Nc82l)ml(z) is one simple choice of an
abrupt cut-off, were performed numerically and lead to
sults which compare favorably with shear stress and o
measurements in chain polymer solutions and melts.31,32,76In
the present work, we want to incorporate the most import
qualitative corrections into the analytic largeN results in a
simple, semi-quantitative way. We use the above cut-off p
cedure, and chooseNc85Nc for simplicity, describing the
high l modes according to the bare Rouse mod
Cl(t)5e2l112nt/c2 for l.(p/Nc).

The center-of-mass motion is not affected by this cut
procedure. The translational diffusion coefficient for sm
N will be close to its Rouse value,DR51/N, not the asymp-
totic prediction of Eq.~38!. Equation~17a! suggests a sen
sible naive interpolation:

DR

D
511S NND

D 422dn

, ~51!

whereND is defined from Eq.~38!. Of course, finiteN cor-
rections which may be important in the crossover regi
from Rouse to strongly entangled behavior are ignored
this formula. The value ofND depends on the exact numer
cal value of thec8-coupling parameter of the PMC mode
which, as we argued in Section III, the coarse-grain
thread-PRISM calculation cannot reproduce. The unkno
numerical prefactor inc8, which was calledB in Section III,
scales the threadc8 for Gaussian chains to the previous
reported values of string-PRISM calculations;33 B57 is
used. This gives values forND roughly equal toNc for
Gaussian chains and fixes the comparison for different fra
dimensions. Results forND are included in Fig. 3. More
dense fractal objects follow the Rouse-like behavior in
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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369M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
diffusion coefficient up to higher degrees of polymerizati
than Gaussian chains. This results from the faster deca
the vertices in the PMC-memory functions, i.e.,S(z) in this
case, in the self-similar region of the collective structure
the macromolecule,vq } q2dF, for qRg@1. This effect in the
prefactor can even cancel the strongerN-scaling of the en-
tanglement friction found for more dense fractal macrom
ecules. The comparison in Fig. 5 of diffusion coefficients
different fractal dimensions plotted versus degree of po
merization shows that in the typical, experimentally acc
sible range (N/ND,100) differences between the curves
less than half a decade are obtained. Only forN’s higher than
orderN'103 (N/ND'300 for ideal Gaussian chains!, do the
largeN-scaling powers dominate over the prefactors.

Whereas the local modes do not affect the center
mass motion, the averaged mean squared displacem
f(t), is dominated by them at short times

Df~z!5
22

z E
p/Nc

` dl

p

1

Gl2 iz
, ~52a!

which leads to the appropriate unentangled Rouse-like
tion at short times

Df~ t !}H t 2n
112n, t!tc ,

Nc
2n , t@tc .

~52b!

The dynamics of the local modes dominates over the P
result,

f~ t !}t
2n

112nYN
22dn
112n,

for t!tc and completes the results forf(t) in Eq. ~47!. As
the results forf(t) for longer times are dominated by th
broad range of internal modes, small corrections becaus
the cut-off are found there. This also holds for the radius
gyration correlator,P(t), since the static amplitude factor
imply that it is dominated by the long range mod
(l!p/Ne) of the macromolecule.

The shear stress,G(t), is affected by the local mode
more strongly. All internal modes contribute equally to E

FIG. 5. Logarithmic plot of the reduced diffusion coefficients from Eq.~51!
versus degree of polymerization for different fractal dimensions. The ve
cal lines mark the crossover degrees of polymerization,ND , from Fig. 3.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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~21!, and consequently the corrections of the local mod
cannot be neglected. The contribution of the local mod
DG(t), has to be added to the PMC-shear modulus and a
dominates for short times or high frequencies

DG~ t !5%mkBTE
p/Nc

` dl

p
e22l112nt/c2, ~53a!

DG~z!}%mkBTH ~2 iz!2
2n

112n ztc@1 ,

i t
c

2n
112n ztc!1 .

~53b!

The unentangled local modes give rise to the low freque
wing of the glassy or segmental relaxation peak in the sh
modulus. The crossover from thisN-independent spectrum
to the high frequency tail of the entanglement relaxation p
cess gives rise to a minimum in the loss shear modulus
simple additive interpolation formula is given by

2zG~z!}Gc

3H 12
~2c2c7!tc

S22dn
112n D2

c4
2c8

~2 iz!2
~22dn!~n~d12!21!

~112n!2

N422dn

1GS 2n

112n
D ~2 iztc!

1
112nJ for ztR@1 .

~53c!

Only for largeN, the second power law in the frequenc
range 1/tR!v!tc , see Eq.~49b!, will be observable as
well. For smaller frequencies, the low frequency wing of t
minimum crosses over to the power law in the second ti
window of Eq. ~49b!. Figure 7 shows the storage and lo
parts of the shear modulus for fractal dimensio
dF51/n52 anddF5d53. With increasing degree of poly
merization the storage modulus arrests more completel
its plateau value, whereas the minimum in the loss modu
becomes deeper and shifts to lower frequencies. The m
mum position and loss value,Gmin9 5G9(vmin), exhibit the
following trends:

i-
FIG. 6. Logarithmic plot of the reduced shear viscosities from Eq.~53e!
versus degree of polymerization for different fractal dimensions. The ve
cal lines mark the crossover degrees of polymerization,Nh , from Fig. 3.
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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370 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
vmin}N
2

2~22dn!~112n!2

~112n!1~22dn!~n~d12!21!,

and Gmin9 }N2
2~22dn!~112n!

~112n!1~22dn!~n~d12!21!. ~53d!

For ideal Gaussian coils ind53 dimension this predicts
Gmin9 } vmin

1/2 } N28/11, whereas fordF51/n5d53 Gmin9
} vmin

3/5 } N210/7 follows. Consequently, the loss tangent, i.e
the ratio tand5Gmin9 /Gmin8 , scales more strongly withN for
higher dF , as follows from Eq.~53d!. From the numerical
prefactors in Eq.~53c! it follows, as can be seen in Fig. 7
that roughly the same ratioN/Nh in the experimentally rel-
evantN-range is required for the different fractal dimensio
in order to achieve an observation of a roughly equal
tanglement plateau effect, characterized by the freque
window in which G8(v).G9(v). For ideal
Gaussian chains the requiredN values to observe the onse
of the plateau compares nicely to experimental results6,58

However, depends sensitively on the prefactor in Eq.~53c!,
which has been calculated using the coarse-grained thr
PRISM model, and reinforces the need to study the n
asymptotic correction numerically.31,32,76 Eq. ~53c! breaks
down at higher frequencies, where it crosses over to
glassy peak, but also at lower frequencies, due to the te
nal relaxation step. For the sake of demonstration, in Fig
the window of validity of Eq.~53c! is estimated by extending
the curves down tovtR50.1 orG8(v)5G9(v).

A numerical calculation of the shear modulus and t
shear viscosity for intermediateN is beyond the scope of this
paper. Following common practice and the idea used in
~51!, we use a simple interpolation between the bare Ro
result,hR5%mkBT(c2/4pn)lc

22n , where,lc5p/N is cho-
sen, and the result Eq.~49d! for largeN

FIG. 7. Logarithmic plot of the normalized shear storage,G8(v), and loss,
G9(v), modulus versus reduced frequency@tc from Eq.~30b!# as described
by the interpolation formula~53c! in d53 dimension. The curves are lim
ited for low frequencies at eithervtR50.1 orG8(v)5G9(v). Solid lines
correspond to ideal Gaussian coils,dF52, for the degrees of polymerization
N5 130, 260, 1300 and 2600~corresponding toN/Nh5 5, 10, 50 and 100!,
and the chain curves correspond todF5d53, forN5 540, 1350, 4050 and
5400 (N/Nh5 10, 25, 75 and 100!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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hR511S NNh
D 522dn

. ~53e!

The degree of polymerization,Nh , where the viscosity
crosses over from the Rouse limit to the entangled limit
implicitly defined by Eqs.~49d! and ~53e! and included in
Fig. 3. The values ofNh and Nc are rather close for al
fractal dimensions. As shown in Fig. 6, and also found
the diffusion coefficients, strong cancellation effects betwe
the prefactors and theN scaling powers are obtained whe
comparing viscosities for different fractal dimension. A
though the exponent of the scaling withN increases for in-
creasing fractal dimension, the prefactor in Eq.~49! or ~53e!
largely counterbalances this leading to effectively sma
viscosities for intermediateN. Only for degrees of polymer-
ization exceeding the range 103 to 104 (N/Nh.502300),
does the largeN-scaling prevail. Again, this result is tied t
the behavior of the vertices in the PMC-memory functions
the intermediate, self-similar wave vector regime.

A sensitive measure of these crossover issues is
Stokes-Einstein ratio,Dh, which experimentally also has th
advantage of being independent of the monomeric frict
coefficient. Its asymptotic value,Dh } Rg

2 follows from Eq.
~39!, and for finiteN its shape depends strongly on both t
numerical values of the crossover degrees of polymerizat
and other finiteN-corrections which are not contained in o
description. Figure 8 shows that within our simplified cros
over description, in the experimentally accessible ran
N/Nc,100, ideal Gaussian chains have a somewhat hig
mobility than the more compact macromolecules of larg
fractal dimension.

In principle, the full dynamics of Eqs.~16! to ~23! can be
worked out for finite degrees of polymerization,N. However,
numerical implementations of the full PMC equations usi
realistic equilibrium static structure factors show that furth
finite-N corrections arise.31,32,76Therefore, a complete quan
titative description of the intermediateN region is beyond
the scope of this paper.

FIG. 8. Logarithmic plot of the normalized product of the diffusion coef
cient and shear viscosities from Eqs.~51 and 53e! versus degree of poly-
merization for different fractal dimensions.
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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371M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
VI. DISCUSSION

The results of the RR and PMC models for ide
Gaussian chains,n51/2, in three dimensions, have been d
cussed previously31,32 and will be taken as a reference poi
for the new results. Clearly, the major achievement of
present approach is to describe, starting from microsco
force-balance equations, how universal entanglement eff
arise for polymers of different macromolecular architectur
Linear response dynamical correlation functions have b
calculated. As the theory uses linear Langevin equations w
non-Markovian and normal mode dependent memory fu
tions, correlation functions linear in the segment positio
provide stringent tests. Correlators of non-linear variab
like the coherent intramolecular dynamic structure fact
can also be obtained but only with extra Gaussian appr
mations. The approach incorporates an integral-equation
scription of the equilibrium structure of polymer mel
~PRISM! and determines the dependence of non-equilibri
quantities, such as the shear stress plateau value, on eq
rium liquid parameters, such as fluid density and local asp
ratio. These dependences have been reported as scaling
portionalities but fully quantitative results based on the f
PRISM equations can, in principle, be discussed. The
motic pressure for the fractal polymer systems can as we
obtained from the solution of the thread PRISM equatio
via integrating the inverse compressibility:62

P5kBT*0
%md%8S0

21(%8). In theta solvents, one findsP
} %m

dn/(dn21) , and in good solventsP } %m
2d(n11)/(d12nd22),

which reproduces the well established scaling forms
semidilute chain polymers in good (P } %m

9/4) and theta (P
} %m

3 ) solvents ind53 dimensions.2,33

For several reasons, we believe the dynamical res
provide new insight into the origin of entanglements with
our theoretical description. First, as has been discussed
the Gaussian chain case,27,30pairwise excluded volume inter
actions and intramolecular connectivity enforce the uncro
ability constraints and lead to corrections to the unentang
Rouse results. The corrections scale like the number,Z, of
binary two-molecule contacts within the volume given by t
size of the molecule,Z } N22dn. Strong entanglement effect
therefore arise for fractal dimensions above a threshol30

dF51/n.d/2. As discussed in detail in the Appendix, pol
mers scaling like rods,Rg } N, fall below this threshold and
qualitatively different effects, like the absence of the plate
in the shear modulus, are obtained. Although
experimental53 and simulation data54,55provide no fully con-
vincing picture, this prediction of PMC apparently is inco
rect; it strongly differs from the reptation/tube results.3,83

Within the theory the lack of entanglement effects for ro
like macromolecules~or for n.2/d in general! can be traced
back to the vanishing number of internal modes. The the
approximates the slow intermolecular, fluctuating forces
their overlap with, and the dynamics of, the self-similar sp
trum of internal modes as they contribute to the single m
ecule structure factor. This misses special topological
tanglement effects as is shown for Gaussian rods in
Appendix. However, this does not invalidate the approach
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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flexible polymers or to semiflexible ones, as long as the p
sistence length is small compared to the crossover len
r c . For n,2/d it appears unlikely that the effects of low
lying modes, i.e., rotation, which dominate the rigid rod e
tanglements, will be important compared to the slowi
down of the broad band of internal modes.

Second, as is intuitively expected, entanglements are
fective only if different macromolecules can interpenetra
This becomes more difficult for objects with a fractal dime
sion approaching the dimension of the space they are em
ded in. In the present approach this is predicted by the
crease in the packing fraction,f, required to obtain similar
melt structures, i.e., identical~normalized! bulk compress-
ibilities in our case. Accompanying the change inf is a
decrease in the contact value of the pair correlation funct
which is a local measure of the binary collisions.27,62Conse-
quently, entanglement effects are predicted to be pre
even in the extreme case of equal fractal and spatial dim
sions. However, the necessary densities to force interpen
tion turn out to be so high~see Fig. 1! that experimental
detection appears impossible. This agrees with the exp
mental observations that rather dense frac
micro-networks,17 dF'd53, and computer simulations o
Gaussian chains melts in two dimensions56 appear to show
no entanglement effects. The connection of the theoret
results to experiments on melts of non-interpenetrating, n
fractal micro-gels,16 which exhibit entanglement effect
strikingly similar to linear chains, is unclear at present.
briefly mentioned in Section V B, for swollen Gaussian po
mers with fractal dimensiondF5 4

3 in two dimensions the
theory predicts that the diffusion coefficient scales likeD
} N22. This exponent agrees well with a recent simulation
linear, self-avoiding walk polymers in a two dimension
system of obstacles in the limit of a high density
obstacles.74 It should be noted that here the seeming agr
ment with the reptation exponent is misleading as the cor
reptation prediction30would beD } Rg

2/N3 } N23/2.
Third, transport coefficients, like the diffusion coeffi

cient or the shear viscosity, are predicted to scale with m
lecular weight with exponents varying in between22 and
23, and 3 to 11/3, respectively, for fractal dimensions
dF52 to dF53 in three dimensions. The prefactors, relat
to microscopic structural properties such asc andc8, deter-
mine the crossover degrees of polymerization,ND andNh .
They, however, show an opposite trend. This cancelation
compensation, effect is physically significant and directly
sults from the self similar range in the intra-molecular stru
ture wherevq } q2dF. Calculated diffusion coefficients o
viscosities for differentdF are rather close for molecula
weights which lie in the range of present day experimen
This prediction agrees qualitatively with the comparison
viscosity data for polystyrene linear chains and rings, wh
similar magnitudes but slightly higher exponents for ri
macromolecules are reported.11 The productDh is a sensi-
tive parameter for the dynamics of different fractal mac
molecular melts. In the crossoverN range consistently large
values ofDh for ideal Gaussian chains are obtained than
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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372 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
the macromolecules characterized by larger fractal dim
sions.

The ratio DtD /Rg
2 asymptotically becomesN- and

chemistry-independent, and only depends weakly on sp
and fractal dimensions. This demonstrates that an underl
diffusive transport process dominates the relaxation of
entanglement friction in the PMC model, in qualitative a
cord with the reptation/tube model. The generality of t
microscopic description based on ensemble-averaged c
lation and memory functions, however, precludes easy v
alization of the macromolecular motion at theN-body, tra-
jectory level addressed by the phenomenological tube m
approach.

The hallmark of entanglements, a nearly elastic respo
in an intermediate time window but continuous, anomalo
translational diffusion, is obtained in the theory for differe
fractal macromolecules if they interpenetrate. It arises fr
the arrest of internal modes which lie in the self similar
gime of the intra-molecular structure. The resulting plate
value of the shear modulus varies little with fractal dime
sion. The loss tangent, tand5Gmin9 /G8(vmin), however, de-
pends more strongly on degree of polymerization for den
~fractal! macromolecules. These trends are also present w
comparing the experimental results of the denser, non-fra
micro-gels ~tentatively modeled with a fractal dimensio
dF'3) and their linear chain analogs.16,58,59Fractal power
law relaxations are superimposed on the arrested contr
tion, the effective temporal exponents of which are tigh
connected to the equilibrium fractal structure. The obser
tion of rather universal shear spectra in this intermediate
quency window for linear chains58,59 and cyclic polymers10

supports this physical picture of entanglement formation
the early and intermediate stages of the disentanglement.
fortunately, the experiments on polymer rings do not exte
to high enough molecular weights to clearly detect the d
ference in the shear spectra expected from our results an
conjecturedF55/2 for rings in melts.46,47 Compared to the
reptation prediction of an exponent 1/2 for the high fr
quency wing of the shear loss modulus (G9 } v21/2 for
vtD@1), the PMC predictions of exponents of approxim
tively 0.2 to 0.25 for ideal chains ind53 dimensions are in
much closer agreement with the experiments.10,16,58,59,77As
discussed in Refs. 31 and 32, and work in progress76 shows,
the shape of the shear modulus spectra,G8(v) andG9(v),
of linear chain melts can be extremely well described by
present theory, especially when finiteN corrections are nu-
merically taken into account.
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APPENDIX

The model of Gaussian fractal rods,vab(q)
5exp{( 2 q2/2d) (a2b)2} andRg } N, shares with real rods
that the only dynamical modes possible are translation
rotation.65 This simplification can be exploited in order t
study the rotational-translational coupling of the RR a
PMC dynamics. The matrix of the intra-molecular elas
forces possesses one finite eigenvalue, the rotational re
ation time, t0

Rot5N(N221)/12 ~dimensionless variable
from Section III B!, with eigenvector

VRot
T 5S 2

N21

2
,2

N23

2
,...,

N21

2 D /At0
Rot.

From Eq.~13b! one obtains its form65

Ḡ215
1

«
PCM1t0

RotVRotVRot
T . ~A1!

In the case of interacting Gaussian rods the dynamical ma
of segment positions results from center-of-mass moti
F(t), rotation,wRot(t), and their cross-coupling,D(t). In the
PMC model the dynamics of translation and rotation is d
scribed by a 232 matrix system of coupled equations, whic
are obtained when projecting Eq.~1! onto the appropriate
directions. In the case of a single freely moving Gauss
rod, the results are well known65 F(t)52t/N,

w(t)5e2t/t0
Rot

andD(t)50. The dynamic structure factor i
obtained easily due to the Gaussian nature of the in
molecular distribution

v~R!~q,t !5
1

N (
a,b51

N

vab~q!expH 2
q2

2d
@F~ t !

1t0
RotVa

RotVb
Rot~w~ t !21!#J ~A2!

'
N

~11c1q
2N2!1/2

e2
q2t
dN for Rouse case,

where c15
1

2dp
. ~A3!

The final approximation in Eq.~A3! agrees qualitatively with
the exact result for the non-interacting case in all limits. D
to the missing internal modes, the dynamics structure fa
relaxes diffusively for all wave vectors. The Rouse dynam
structure factor enters the RR-friction function,L(z) in Eq.
~2a!, which is given by

L~z!5c̃E
0

qc
dkkd11Skvk

21

z1 i ~k2/dN!
, ~A4!

where

c̃5c/S0 .

The static structure factor will be discussed below.
In the memory functions of the PMC model the sca

products of the translational and rotational eigenvectors w
the inverse intra-molecular structure factors are needed,
VCM
T v21VCM . Note that the density of states, Eq.~24b!, can-
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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373M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
not be used for these projections as it correctly describes
distribution of the eigenvalues only. Here, however, the
act projections on the eigenvectors of the two lowest ly
states are needed. Fortunately, for Toeplitz matrices
problem of calculating the matrix inverse simplifie
considerably.78–80 The inverse of a symmetric and rea
N-dimensional Toeplitz matrix,v (a2b) , has the following
structure78

v215
1

x1
~L1L1

T2L2L2
T!, ~A5a!

where the matricesL1 andL2 are lower triangular matrice
determined fromN numbers,xa with a51,...,N

Lab
1 5x11a2b for a>b,

Lab
2 5xN112~a2b! for a.b, Lab

1 5Lab
2 50 else.

~A5b!

The numbersxa are the elements of the first row of th
inverse matrix and can be found from Yule-Walk
equations79,80

(
b51

N

v~a2b!xb5da,1 for a51, . . . ,N. ~A5c!

One can use the Levinson algorithm79 in order to prove that
the inverse of the Gaussian rod intramolecular structure
trix, vab(q)5 f (a2b)2, can be obtained from81

xa5~2 f !a21S )
b51

N

~12 f 2b!D 21

)
b5a

N21 S 12 f 2b

12 f 2~N2b!D
for 1<a<N, ~A6!

The ill-conditioned nature of the inverse appears in the sm
q asymptotes,xa;q2(N21) for q→0. The ill-behavior is
caused by the singular nature of the intra-molecular ela
matrix, Ḡ, and a direct consequence of the existence of o
two degrees of freedom in the rod molecule. It necessita
the use of the exact inverse in order to cancel the contr
tions from the internal modes,p>2, which acquire infinite
spring constants in the limitq→0.

The cross-coupling vanishes in the asymptotic lim
VRot
T v21VCM→0 for qRg→0 andqRg→`. Therefore, the

memory function coupling translational and rotational d
namics can be neglected to a good approximation and
dynamics decouple. This leads to Eq.~17a! for the center-of-
mass motion and for the rotational correlator one obtains

w~z!52S z1
i /t0

Rot

12 iM ~z!
D 21

.

The memory functions appropriate for entangled rods foll
with a simple interpolation of the asymptotes and are in
enced by the melt structure as discussed below.

S~z!5c̃8E
0

qc
dkkd11Skvk

21

z1
i ~k2/dN!

12 iL~z!

, ~A7a!

wherec̃85c8/S0 ,
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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0

qc
dkkd21SkvkS 1

c1N
2 1k2D 21

z1
i ~k2/dN!

12 iL~z!

.

~A7b!

Another physically more intuitive way to obtain Eqs.~A7!
considers from the start only the two degrees of freedo
translation and rotation. The mode coupling approximatio
invoked in the PMC description are repeated but projecti
only onto the translational and rotational components of
intra-molecular density fluctuations are carried out; i.
%q
CM}(aVa

CMeiq
WRW a and %q

Rot}(aVa
Roteiq

WRW a. Qualitatively
identical results to Eq.~A7! are obtained; again rotationa
translational coupling is found to be negligible. The abo
approach, however, more clearly shows the connection
the other fractal models.

Few binary contacts result from the very open intr
molecular structure of Gaussian rods,vq}1/q for qRg@1.
Consequently, the RR and PMC-memory functions
dominated by the molecular weight independent local st
structure, simplistically described by an wave vector up
cut-off qc . No intermediate time windows of anomalous d
namics open up, where either translation or rotation are
fectively frozen. The characteristic times of the memo
functions are easily found to bet;N/qc

2 . Except for minor,
rapidly decaying long time tails, the effects of the RR a
PMC memory functions is to provide an extra, molecu
weight and density dependent contribution to the friction c
efficient affecting diffusion coefficient and rotational time
the same way

tRot

t0
Rot5

D0

D
511%L2s~c0

2/s6!~a1%L2sgd
2ã!. ~A8!

The spatial dimension is restricted tod53; logarithmic de-
pendences on the degree of polymerization result ind52.
The numerical constants,a and ã, are of order unity. Equa-
tion ~A8! is expressed using the standard physical parame
of rod length,L5Ns, and rod concentration,%5%m /N.

The intermolecular equilibrium structure enters Eq.~A8!
via the contact value of the pair correlation function,gd , and
the q50 value of the repulsive direct correlation functio
c0. It can easily be argued that both parameters are den
and molecular weight independent, since the relevant den
range is limited by the occurrence of the isotropic to nema
phase transition of rod molecules3 at a reduced density o
order unity.%L2s,1. From the PRISM equations~26! and
assuming a finite direct correlation function, one can see
for such low densities the collective structure factor diffe
little from the intra-molecular one,Sq'vq . This aspect was
already used in Eqs.~A4! and ~A7!. Using a cut-off in the
thread-PRISM equations~27! shows thatc0 is of order unity
for rods described by the fractal intra-molecular structure
Eq. ~A3!. Similarly, the contact valuegd is found to be
small, but of order unity. Numerical solutions to the fu
PRISM equations ~26! for finite diameter rods are
available.82 For the small densities of interest,%,1, the di-
No. 1, 1 January 1997
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374 M. Fuchs and K. S. Schweizer: Slow dynamics of polymeric liquids
rect correlation function can be estimated from the con
value,c0' 4p/3gdD

3, which can directly be determined i
simulations.54,55

A feature of this result in disagreement with simulatio
of rigid rod molecules is that translational and rotational d
fusion are affected in equally strong ways. Simulations fi
that the relative decrease of the rotational diffusion coe
cient by a little more than a decade exceeds the accomp
ing relative decrease of the total translational diffusion co
ficient by a factor of roughly three.54,55 The dependence in
Eq. ~A8! on the dimensionless density,%*5%L2s, demon-
strates that excluded volume interactions lead to the slow
down. Purely topological constraints,83–85 which hinder the
motion of infinitely thin rods, lead to anisotropic motion an
to the appearance of the reduced density,% top* 5%L3. Clearly,
our considerations of isotropic dynamics apply to ang
averaged quantities only. The isotropic averaging in our
proach appears to destroy the anisotropic, topological c
straints peculiar to the limit of very thin rods,L/s@1. In
contrast to the other fractal dimensions where the br
range of internal modes causes the fluctuating force corr
tions and the entanglement effect in the theory, this pecu
ity of the rod-like macromolecules within our approach do
not seem surprising. FordF51 the PMC approach couple
the forces to a small number of degrees of freedom wh
may well be irrelevant compared to other constraining
fects. However, the latter seem negligible compared to
contributions from the broad band of internal modes, wh
ever they are present, i.e., forn,2/d.
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